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•PREFACE
Thia manual contains a rational set of flood eatimation
techniques applicable throughout Java and Sumatra . The techniques
include a 'no data ' method for use at ungauged sites and various ways
of using data from the site of interest or nearby flow gauging
stations. If used cautiously, the techniques can also be used on
other Indonesian islands, certainly where good quality flood flow data
are available. The report is the product of a two yea r study of
Indonesian hydrology which the authors believe to be the most
comprehensive assembly and analysis of Indonesian flood data
undertaken to  date.  The 'no data ' method has been develoPed from the
project's large data base following a review of existing methods and
drawing heavily on experience gained from numerous simi lar studies
performed elsewhere in the world. A comparison of this method with
previously used methods shows it to be a superior technique over a
wide variety of catchment types.
Foldout maps snowing the loca tion of study catchments ca n be
found fo r Java , as Figure 1.1 and for Suma tra as Figure 1.2.
The study has been ca rried out in two phases ; Pha se I in 1981
examined flooding in Ja va a nd Phase II in the following yea r extended
the study to inc lude Suma tra . The report produced du ring Phase I is
supe rseded by this report . The study was a coope rative ventu re
between the Institu te of Hydro logy , Walling ford , United Kingdom (UK )
where many similar studies have been ca rried ou t for d ifferent regions
o f the wo rld a nd the Direk torat Penyelidika n Ma sa lah A ir, Ba ndung,
Indonesia , custodians o f Indonesian flow da ta and the primary
hyd rologica l a nd hyd raulic research institute o f Indo nesia .
The follow ing staff wo rked on the pro ject In both Indonesia a nd
the United Kingdom .
Dr C S Green IH Pha se I and II
Mr F A K Fa rquha rson IH Phase 1 and II
Mr D B Boo rman II Phase II
Ir Sunad ji Jo soadiwijono DM A Phase I
Bo th organisations provided support
 staff
 for the duration of the
pro ject in their respective institutes.
The project was jointly funded by the Indonesian Government and
the British Overseas Development Adad nistration.
(x)
•INTRODUCTION TO FLOOD EST IMAT ION
1.1 Flood statistics return eriod and  r o ba b i l i t
For any flood estimation problem it is necessary to specify the
return period, or  p r o ba b i l i t y ,  of the desired flood. This w ill va ry
• according to the mature of the project and the consequences of the
design flood being exceeded . In practice it is often useful to
• construct a curve relating the size of flood to its probability of
occurrence. Such a curve, called a flood frequency curve, enables
• flood magnitudes corresponding to various design criteria to be
estimated and the implementation costs and implications of failure of
• such criteria to be appraised . Figure 1.3 shows 'such a curve . The
probability scale gives an exceedence  pr o ba b i l i t y (ie the probability
• of a flood level being exceeded in any one yea r); the scale beneath
this shows return period, or average interval in years between floods
• exceeding this level. Return period, T, is the reciprocal of the
exceedence probability and can give a more tangible a ppreciation of
the severity of the flood.
III If a very long record exists for a point on a river it is
, possible to construct a flood frequency curve from an examination of
III the record . Figu re 1.4(a) illustrates one approach to this ; the
record is divided into hydrological years (to ensure independence of
III flood peaks) and the biggest flood in each year is noted. By rankingthe floods and assuming a particular form for their distribution each
III can be assigned an exceedence probability and so a flood frequency
curve can be constructed. It is interesting to note some of the
III properties of this annual maximum flood series . It might be expectedthat the mean of the annual m3x ima is exceeded by approximately half
III of the floods and so have an exceedence probability of roughly 0 .5 anda return period of about two years. However, since it is possible to
III have floods very much bigger than the wean and because there is alimit to how much sma ller they can be, the distribution of floods is
III skewed . In fac t the mean of the annua l mix ima is usua lly taken tohave an exceedence probability of 0 .43 and a return period o f 2.33
Ill years. Figure I.5(a) shows the probability density function and Fig1.5(b) the distribution function for the annual maximum floods; this
III shows the skewed nature of the distribution and introduces the concept
••
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of.non-exceedence probability (the probability of a flood not being
exceeded in any one yea r) which is frequently used in preference to
the exceedence probability as it leads to easy estimation of the risk
of failure of any scheme (see Section 1.1).
1
! •
When considering only the biggest flood in each year, the return
period is not the average interval between floods of a given magnitude
but the average interval between years containing floods of that size
or greater. In Figure 1.4(a) it can be seen that the largest flood in
some years is exceeded  by the second or third largest flood in others;
a second approach to flood frequency analysls that avoids this problem
(11 considers all the floods over a certain limiting size , not just the
biggest in each year. Such a flood sequence is called a partial
duration , or peaks over a threshold, series. In Figure 1.4(b ) all
yea rs containing floods over a ce rtain size have been marked and in
Figure 1.4(c ) all floods over that same size are indica ted.
Immediately it can be seen that the average interval between floods is
less than the average interval between years with floods. The return
period of the mean annual flood from the annual maximum series is
about half a year greater than from the partial duration series, bu t
the difference dec reases as return period increases since as the
thresho ld is raised the two series become identical. Although the
partial duration series approach is the more fundamental one , the
small difference at large return periods and the easy applica tion of
the a nnual maximum method makes it the more popular choice for flood
frequency studies.
1.2 Flood estima tion methods
When a long record is availab le estimation of the flood o f
specified return period is a stra ightforwa rd task as ou tlined above .
However, it is usually the case that only a limited period of data is
available and it is either impossible to construct a flood frequency
curve or to extend it to the required return period . D iere are three
broad c lasses of method that can be used in such circumstances ,
statistical methods, rainfall-runoff methods a nd internationa l
empirica l methods.
The international empirical methods are usually simple formulae
relating flood magnitudes to physlograph ical properties of the
•
•
drainage area . They are often based on  a  straightforward conceptuali-
sa tion of the rainfall-runoff process and calibrated on  a specific
data set. The growth of flood magnitudes with return period is
achieved through using rainfall frequency relationships which are
generally more widely available than flood frequency curves. Because
of the methods ' generality and in the absence of anything better they
have been adopted for use all over the world and several variations
a re currently used in Indonesia . Examples inc lude the Rational method
a nd the Creager and Franco-Rodier equations.
Rainfall-runoff methods also require rainfall frequency
information although often over  a  variety of durations . The rainfall
input is rou ted tlrough a rainfall-runoff model to give the design
flood. The methods have the advantage of giving a complete design
hydrograph but require  a  considerable amount of good qua lity  data  for
ca libration before they can be applied to an ungauged site. This
requirement makes them unsuitable at the present time for use in Java
and Sumatra .
Statistical methods are based on the regiona l generalisation o f
statistical properties of flood distributions. Typically the methods
involve the estimation of an index flood and the scaling of this by a
factor dependent on return period to give the design flood o r T year
flood where T is the required return period . This method has been
adopted for use in the current study as it makes best use of the
availab le data , provides for the easy inco rporation of local data in
application and links in well with flood frequency concepts applicable
.to long reco rds.
The index flood chosen  was  the mean annual flood (the mean of the
a nnual maximum flood series) as this  can  be estima ted a t a la rge
number of sites in Java and Sumatra from existing records. As sta ted
ea rlier this can be estimated from the annual .maxima for long
records. However, for sho rt records it is better to use the partial
duration series (or peaks over a th reshold) method as this includes
information from more floods  and  is therefore more accu rate. Thfs
method is also useful where a longer record contains breaks as the
start of yea r Is not impo rtant  and  incomplete years of data  can  be
••
411 included, see Figure 1.6. For very short records even this method is
not suitable. Here the no data method of an empirical locally based411 equation relating mean annual flood to catchment cha racteristics is
the best. This equation is the only method available when no  data  a t411 all exist.
411 As described above , for  a  very long record a flood frequency
curve can be constructed from  the  record itself . However when a flood411 estimate is required for a return period much greater than the record
length, averaged ratios of the magnitude of the 1 yea r flood to mean411 annual flood are required. These 'growth factors ' have been derived
in this study using local data and  depend  not only on return period411 but on drainage  a rea  as well.
411 1.3 Choice of desi n flood
411 The decision of what return period is appropriate for the design
of a particular project is not solely a hydro logical problem. The411 engineer is constrained by economic , political and environmental
factors in his design and so cannot improve the safety or reliability411 of the scheme without incurring costs elsewhere . It is however useful
to consider the probability, or risk, of the design flood being411 exceeded during the expected life of the project. If the design flood
411 has a return period of T years then the risk , r, of the flood beingexceeded in the L year projected life of the project is given by
411
_ (1 _ 1,L
411
Thus given an expected design life of 50 yea rs for a road bridge or
411 ma jor irrigation offtake, there is a risk of 0.64 or 64 per cent, of
the struc ture experienc ing the 50 year flood during its lifetime . The
411 risk of the same structure experiencing a 1000 year flood is only
5 per cent or put another way, only one such structure in 20 would be
411 like ly to experience a 1000  year  flood during a designed life o f
50 years.
411
•
•
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Ill The methods presented in this report are suitable for estimating
the magnitude of floods up to the 500 year event and for tentative
Ill estimates of floods up to 1000 year return period . This is generally
adequate for the design of bridges, small irrigation works and channel
Ill improvement works and to assist in the planning of urban development
.1Ill studies for Larger projects will require a mo
or the assessment of alternative la rge dam proposals. Many detailed
re extreme flood to be
4
estimated; for example the 'probable maximum flood ' may be required to
design the spillway of a ma jor dam . The methods of estimation
Ill
presented in this report ca nnot be used directly in such cases .
Users of the manual will note that with each method an estimate
III  
of likely errors is given; again it is the problem of the design
engineer to decide how best to incorporate this uncertainty in esti-III mation into his design. The accuracy of flood estimation depends
greatly on the quality and quantity of ava ilable data . Although a
flood estimate can be made at any site using the no data method , as
little as two year's data recorded at the site will lead to a betterIll estimate of the design flood. At a site where data has been collected
for several yea rs but the rating is good only for low flows, a floodIll estimate will be greatly improved by the development of a flood rati6g
fo llowing a period of frequent flow gauging. Since the quality ofIll ra ting equations is of great impo rtance in flood hydrology, ra ting
equations for all stations used in this study were reviewed, andIll frequently revised prior to use. The rating accuracy should be
considered in the engineer's adoption of the design level.Ill
•
•
•
•
•
•
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HOW TO USE THIS REPORT
The flood estimation methods presented in this report use  0
common approach ; an index flood, the 'mean annual flood' is estimated
and then scaled by the appropriate 'growth fac tor' to give the flood
o f required return period. The mean annual flood (MAF) at any site is
defined as the mean of all annual maximum instantaneous flood peaks.
The flood of return period T years, written th roughou t this report
QT ,  is the flood that on average will be  exceeded  once in a period
of T years.
The flow cha rt in Figure 2.1 illustrates which methods should be
used according the availability of data .
Where a long flood record is available the mean annual flood can
be estima ted by the mean of the annual maxima in the sample of
available'data as described in Chapter 3 . For a long record the
sample mean should be a good estimate of the true mean but for shorter
reco rds such an estimate becomes less good . For this reason where
only a few year 's data are available a better estimate of the MAF is
obtained by considering all flood peaks that exceed a threshold
level.  This method, called the peaks over a th reshold (POT) method ,
is detailed in Chapter 4. If no data at  a ll  are available then the
estimation equation given in Chapter 5 should be used . This equation
relates the size of the HAF to various physical and climatological
cha racteristics of the catchment that a re indexed by pa rameters
obtained from maps. Wherever possible the MAF should be estima ted by
more than one method so that the estimates may be compared. Chapter 8
gives various methods of using data from another station situated
either on the same ca tchment, or on a neighbouring one, in conjunction
with either the estimation equation or data from the site itself.
Having obta ined the best possible estima te of the mean a nnual
flood it must be .multiplied by a growth fac tor to give the flood of
required return period . The multiplier is dependent not only on T but
also on catchment area and is obtained from the table of multipliers
given in Chapter 7. In the unusual  case  of a very long record being
availab le then this stage of the design procedure  can  he replaced by
the development of a flood frequency curve for the site of interest,
10
if the return period of the required design flood is nOt
significantly greater than the length of the available reco rd. The
development of such  a  curve is described in Chapter 6
A comparison of the 'no data ' methods of th is report with a
number of alternative flood estimation techniques cu rrently used in
Indonesia is given in-Chapter 9. It is apparent that the methods of
this report give consistently better results over a w ide range of
catchment types.
In the annexes that follow the body of the report some of the
methods described only briefly in the relevant chapters are explained
in more detail including variations in the basic methods and
background theory . These topics include rating curve development
(Annex B) development of the MAP estimation equation (Annex D), the
POT method (Annex E) and growth curves (Annex F).
A data appendix (under separate cover) contains  all  the basic
flood data collated during this study.
INo flow 'data
• at the site of
interest or less
than 1 year's data
411
1 .7
Estimate MAF Estimate MAP
•
•
•
•
• Yes
Estima te MAF
•
using data
from ne ighbouring
catchments
(Chapter 8)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Estima te MAP
from catchment
characteristics using
regression equation
(Chapter 5)
1-3 years 4-10 years
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411 ESTIMATION OF KEAN ANNUAL YLOOD FROM ANNUAL MAXIMUM SERIES
411 3 .1 Introduction
411 The present chapter is concerned with estimating the mean annualflood, MAF , from the annual maximum flood series recorded at the site
411 of interest. If the site of interest is gauged and flood peaks havebeen observed over a sufficiently long time , the mean of the annual
411 maxima over the period of reco rd may be used to provide  an  acceptableestimate of the MAF . It follows therefore that  the  MAF .will be better
411 estimated where the annua l max imum series is long and its variancesmall. From our experience in the UK and elsewhere,  we  suggest that
411 an acceptable estimate of the MAP can be derived from  a  minimum of 5years' good quality data .
411 In order to preserve the independence of the annual .maxinm it is
411 advantageous to sta rt the hydro logical year in the dry season. Thechance of the same period of flooding contributing to two successive
411 years is then least like ly. Most catchments in Java and Sumatraexhibit a distinct flood season between November and April. In this
411 study the hydrological year sta rts on the 1st August which, for manyca tchments studied, is the driest month .
411 3.2 Description of method
411 The method involves abstracting the highest flood peak in each
411 hydrological year of record . It is important that sma ll floods fromyears of incomplete record are not included in the annual maximum
411 se ries and to ensure tha t it may be best to tota lly disregard suchyears of data . However if a particularly large flood is noted in an
411 incomplete year its inclusion in the annual maximum series isdesirable; as a guide , estima te the MAF from complete years of data
411 and then inc lude maxima from incomplete yea rs greater than this andreca lculate the MAF . Broken recor.ds can be  used,  provided only
411 complete hydro logical yea rs are taken from within it.
411 If the annual mhxlmum series contains one or more extreme floodsthe mean may be too high an estimate of the MAF . The UK Flood Studies
411 Report (NERC , 1975) gives an approximate test to determine whethe rthis is so. If Qwax, the maximum flood on reCord is greater than
•
three times Qmed , the median value of the series, the record
contains an outlier. It is suggested tha t the same test is used in
Java and Sumatra  as  the annual maxima series for the UK and the
Indonesian catchments studied exhibit  a  simila r variability.
If the annual maximum series contains no extreme floods , the MAF
III is estimated as the mean of the  data:
MAF
1
_ E qi
N  i n /
where,
qi flood peaks in the annual maximum series
= number of year's data
If the annual maximum series contains one or more extreme floods ,
the MAF is estimated from the median of the recorded series:
MAF - 1.06 Qmed
The multiplier, 1.06, in the above equation is the average ratio
of mean annual flood to median annual flood for all ca tchments studied
in Java and Sumatra . (The UK multiplier is 1.07).
3 .3 Accurac of result
411
The standard deviation (sd) is used here to define the accuracy
of the estimation of the MAF . There is a 682 chance that the MAF
estimated lies with in one standard deviation of the true long term
value .
The standard deviation of the annual maximum discharges is
ca lcu lated thus:
N
- 2
(qi q)  sd(MAF)
N-1
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where
N and qi are as above and
q = mean of qi
Although this estimate of the standard deviation strictly applies
to the MAF estimated from the mean of the series , it is suggested that
the standard deviation be calculated in the same way when the MAF is
estimated from 1.06 x Qmed.
3 .4 Exam le of a lication
For the Cita rum at Falumbon, 31 yea rs of flow da ta are
available. This is sufficient to provide a good estima te of the MAF
by taking tbe mean of the annual maximum floods.
The annual maxima a re ranked in order of descending magnitude:
•
•
•
•
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Ill
% M C . 2733 m3 s- 1
Ill Qmed a  1338 m3 s-1
III Qmax  . 2.04
Qmed
Ill The ratio of Qmax/Qmed is below the critical level of 3
Ill indicating no extreme flood is present. The arithmetic mean of the31 year series is therefore used to estimate the MAF .
MAF  a  1447 m3s- 1
The measure of error associated with the estimate, the standard
- 1deviation, is calculated as 466 m3 s .
• The accuracy of the method does not justify the implied accuracy
of numbers quo ted above and it is therefore mo re reasonab le to say
• that the MAF for the Citarum at Palumbon is estimated as 1450 m 3s- 1
with a standard deviation of 470 m 3s- 1.
•
•
•
•
The first step is to test the record for any extreme flood which
could cause an overestimation of the MAF .
•
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411 ESTIMAT ION OP MEAN ANNUAL FLOC°  FROM  PEARS OVER A THRESHOLDSER IES
411 4.1 Introduction 
411 When only a limited period of record is available, finding the
411 mean annual flood from the annual maximum series is inappropriate asthe series will be too short to estimate the mean reliably. In such
411 circumstances the series of peaks over a threshold (POT series) may be
used to estimate the mean annual flood using a larger number of flood
411 peaks. The POT method should not be used where less than two completeyea rs of data a re available; the method is valid for long records
411 although in practice the annua l maximum method is easier to apply and
equally accurate for reco rds of over five years long . A method of
411 applying the technique is described in the next section followed by an
example. A more detailed desc ription of the POT method is given in
411 Annex E .
411 4 .2 Descri tion of Method
All available data should be assembled and the complete yea rs of
1 •
data identified (the starting date of the year is not important).
411 Following a cursory examina tion of the data a flow th reshold is chosen
so that on average between tut and five peaks per yea r exceed the
411 threshold , the exac t number not being critical. From the complete
years of data  (N yea rs) a ll flow peaks exceeding the threshold, go ,
411 a re abstrac ted; these M flood peaks qi(i - 1,2 ... M ) form the peaks
over a threshold series.
411 Where the peaks a re to be taken from a stage record a stage
411 threshold , ho , can be chosen as the basis for peak se lection . The
abstrac ted stage peaks (hi) a re converted to flows (cif) using an
411 appropriate rating equation .
411 In selecting peaks ca re should be taken to ensure that they areindependent. A simple test for Independence is Illustrated in
411 Figure 4 .1. To dec ide if q2 is independent from (11 the
sepa ration of the peaks (Ts) mu st be greater tha n th ree times the
411 ris:e time (Tr) o f the first peak and the trough (q t ) between
•
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Test for independence of flood peaks
qi
T ime
3.8
and
g2 independent of g1 if
qt
Q2
Ts 
 
THRESHOLD go
Figure 41
••
the peaks must be less than two thirds of the first peak gl. This411 a rbitrary rule was used in the UK Flood Studies Report (NERC , 1975) as
it is ob jective and easy to apply. If the test suggests that the411 peaks are not independent, only the first peak , (11, should be
included.
411
From the M floods , gi , over the th reshold , go, the mean411 exceedence p is calculated from
411 1 /I
- / ( gi - go )
411 mi - 1
and the average number of exceedences per yea r, k, from
411
M/N
411
The mean annual flood is then estimated from
411
MAF ge + 0(0.5772 + Ink) m3s- 1
411
where In is the nattiral logarithm or loge.
411
4.3 Accuracy  of results
411
The standard deviation of the estima te is given by
411 p 1 (0.5772 + 10 )2 0.5 3 - 1sd (MAF) = , + __- ___ _- _ __ I I:0 S
411 fit k
For between th ree and five exceedences per year the term inside the
411 brackets is approxima tely 1.1 thus
411 5 3 -1
sd (MAF) - 1.1 m s
I N
411
To assess the accuracy of the MAK it is helpful to remember tha t.
411 on average, 68 times out of 100 the estimated value  of  the MAF will be
w ithin one standard deviation of the 'true ' value.
411
•
•
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For Batang Hari at Muara Tembesi Just over four years of data are
available . From this length of record the MAF is bes t estima ted by
the peaks over a threshold method.
From an initial scan of the reco rd the threshold of 4000 m 3s-1
seemed likely to give a suitable number of floods for the POT series.
Nine  independent floods were abstracted as listed below
Year Flood (m3s- 1)
4 .4 Exam le of a lication
1977 4365.6
4032.3
4026.1
1978 4843.4
4340 .1
4113.3
1979
1980
4596 .2
4232.6
4461.3
Floods in the incomplete year at-the end of the record were
ignored.
In the notation given above
Threshold, clo  a  4000 m3s- 1
Number of yea rs of data , N - 4
Number of floods over the threshold, M = 9
Therefore p = 334 .5 m 3s-1
X  a  2.25 floods/year
and MAP = 4464.3 m 3s- 1
sd (MAF) = 190.8 m 3s- I
Thus, using the POT method the mean a nnua l flood for Ba tang Hart
a t Muara Tembesi is estimated to be 4460 m 3s- 1 with a standa rd
deviation of 190 m3s- 1.
4 .5 Using incomplete years of da ta
It Is often the case that the flow reco rd from a station is
incomplete and that much da ta would be wasted if only complete yea rs
o f data were used. One such station Is Ba tang Ha ri a t Muara K ills for
20
which , at the time of this study  data  were available for the period
Ma rch 1976 to October 1981, a period of over five years. Although
only two complete years of data are present in this record many la rge
floods were observed in the remainder of the record . In this
situation the threshold should be chosen so that between 2 and 5 peaks
are selected from complete years and then the entire record examined
for exceedences. These should be listed with a note of whether or not
the year is complete. For Batang Hari at Muara Kilis the threshold of
2300 m3s-1 was chosen and the following peaks abstrac ted.
Year Flood (m 3s - 1)
March 1976-1977 2329.5
(complete) 2434 .6
2739 .0
2562.2
March 1977-1978 2308 .6
(complete) 2661.0
3230 .8
2609 .4
2579 .3
2337.9
March 1978-1979 2557.9
(incomplete) 2400.9
December 1980-1981 2596 .5
(incomplete) 2304.4
2583 .6
The complete years of data arc used to estimate the average
number of exceedences per year
numbe r of floods in complete yea rs
10
2
number of complete yea rs,  N
2 1
The average exceedence , p, is estimated from all the floods , the tota l•
number in this case being  M  15
p a 249.04 m3s-1
To estimate the  MAF  the same equation is used
MAF a  go + 8(0.5772 + Ink) m3s- 1
2844 .56 m3s- 1
The standard deviation is estimated by
Using data from both complete and incomplete years the mean
annual flood for Ratang Hari at Muara Kilis is estima ted to be
2840 m3s-1 with a standard deviation of 220 m 3s- 1. Thus for stations
• with incomplete yea rs of data , only complete years should be used to
calculate the average number of exceedences per year, X, but a ll
available data should be used to compute the average exceedence , p.
110
0  
sd  ( MAF) + 1 (0.5712 + Ink)=
f (X.N)
249 .04 249.04
+  (0.5772 + ln5)
/ (5x2) /15
219.36 m 3s-1
5 .. EST IMAT ION  OF  MEAN ANNUAL  FLOOD  FROM CATCHME NT ca n cr mitIsTIcs
5 .1 Introduction
This chapter describes a method of estimating the  MAY wh e n no
flow data are available a t the site of interest. The method uses a
regression equation relating the  MAP  to four readily obtainab le
ca tchment charac teristics. A detailed description of how this
equation was derived may be found in Annex C .
The regression equation was derived using data representing a
wide  range of catchment charac teristics and may be applied anywhere in
Java and Sumatra subject to the constraints described below . It is
also recommended that the equation should not be used for flood
estimation in heavi ly urbanised ca tchments as these were not*
considered in this study.
5.2 Descri tion of method
It is firstly necessary to estimate the four catchment
"
cha racteristics, used in the reg ression equa tion wh ich are tabulated
below ; Annex D gives guidance on how these should be obtained . As
well as the maps provided in th is repo rt, a topographic map o f
suitable sca le co vering the catchment area is required .
AREA Ca tchment a rea (km 2)
APBAR - Mean annual maximum ca tchment 1 day rainfall (ram )
S IMS = Slope index (m km- 1)
LAKE Lake index (dimensionless)
Befo re proceed ing with th is method it is necessary to ch eck tha t
the ca tchme nt cha rac teristics of the basin under study a re with in the
ra nges of cha racte ristics o f the gauged ca tchment used in the
development o f the equation . Of the four ca tchment cha racteris tics ,
AREA a nd AFBAR a re the most impo rta nt in indexing the MA F. Figure 5 .1
show s the spread o f the AREA and APBAR da ta of the regression da ta
set. It is recommended tha t the reg ression equation on ly be used if
the AREA and APBAR co mbination of the catchment under study lies
w ithin the Inne r a rea shown in Figure 5.1.
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1
MAF = 8.00 x 10-6x AREAVx APBAR2.445x SIMS x (1 + LAKE) - m s0.117 0.85 3 _ 1
Th e exponent of AREA , V , is itself a function of catchment area
and may  be calculated from the formula :
•
•
As  a final  check SIMS  and  LAKE should in the range given below :
SIMS 1 to 150 m km-1
LAKE 0 to 0.25
Having obtained AREA , APBAR , SIMS and LAKE for the site o f
Interest and checked that the values are within the acceptable range,
the  MAP  is estimated from the following equa tion:
V - 1.02 - 0.0275 108 10 AREA
The table below gives V for va rious catchment areas and may be
used to check that the value of V calculated is in the correct range.
5.3 Accuracy.of method
The two previous methods of estima ting the MAP (Chapters 3 and 4)
quoted fo rmulae for estimating the standard deviation of the MAF .
W ith the regression equation, however, the fac orial standard error o f
the estimate is used (Annex C). In fact this fac torial standard error
is ana logous to the standard deviation. There is a 68% chance that
any one flood estimate lies within the range HAP x 1.59 (or MAF + 59%)
to MAF/1.59 (or MAF - 36%) of the 'true ' MAF.
Th is large standare error of the prediction equation mcy surprise
some readers. However, the factoria l standa rd error o f the estima te
of the UK prediction equation (Flood Studies Report, NERC 1975) was
•
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1.49 using data from 532 basins. These standard errors are a measure
of the uncertainty of flood estimation on ungauged basins. However
in many cases flood estimates may be improved by using local data ;
this is discussed in Chapter 8.
5.4 Exam le of a lication
The MAF is estimated for the Cimandiri at Tegal Datar using the
method described in this chapter. From Table A .1 in Annex A the
relevant catchment charac teristics for Tegal Datar a re:
From Figure 5 .1 the AREA/APBAR combination is within the
acceptable range. Furthermore SUNS and LAKE are within the limits
defined in Section 5 .2. The regression equation may therefore be
used .
First the exponent of AREA , V, in the regression equation is
calculated:
V 1.02 - 0 .0275 log ic; 495 .1
V 0.946 (Th is checks with the table in section 5.2 where V
fo r an AREA of 500 km 2 is 0.946)
MAF is then estimated :
MAF = 8 .00 x 10-6 x 495.16'946 x 942.445 x 21.60.117 x (1 + 0 .0)-0.05
MAF = 271 m3 s-1
As the fac toria l standa rd error of estimate of the MAF is 1.59 ,
the MAF may be quoted.as 27 1 m3s- 1 with a 68% chance that the MAF lies
between 431 m 3s -1 (271 x 1.59) and 170 m 3s- 1 (271/1.59).
26
In fact there are 6 yea rs of flow data available at Tegal Datar
to provide a comparison within the regression method. The MAF from
the mean of the 6 annual maxima is 361 m 3s- 1 with a standard deviation
of 38 m3s-1. This estimate of MAF would be used in preference to the
regression equation estimate since it is based on local data and has a
significantly smaller uncertainty associated with it. Although the
estimation equation is seen to give a reasonable estimate of the MAF
in this example it should be remembered that this will not always be
the case . It should be noted that the standard deviation is unusua lly
sma ll for Tegal Datar, being only 10.5 per cent of the MAF . The
average value from the catchments studied was 32 per cent.
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5. ESTIMATION OF THE T YEAR FLOOD US ING A LONG RECORD
6.1 Introduction
If more than twenty years of data a re available at the site o f
interest  a  flood frequency curve can be plotted which will a llow
floods of return period up to the length of record to be estimated .
This procedure is described in detail in this chapter .
When a more extreme flood has to be estima ted the curve may be
extended with  reference  to the flood frequency facto rs given in
Chapter 7 by the method given in Section 8.8. A flood frequency
curve can also be plotted when a shorter record is ava ilable but this
curve should always be used in conjunction with the average flood
frequency factors even for low return periods .
6.2 Plottin the reco rded data
The annual maximum floods are abstracted from the N years of data
and ordered so that the smallest flood is given rank 1 and the largest
rank.N. For each flood a probability of non-exceedence is assigned to
it based on its position in the ranked series. This requires making
an assumption about the fo rm of the distribution from which the
observed annual maxima a re drawn. If the distribution is assumed to
be a type 1 extreme value (EV 1 or Gumbel) distribution then a good
approxima tion to the non-exceedence probability is given by the
Gringorten formula :-
- 0.44
Fi
N + 0 .12
where Fi is the non-exceedence probability (or plotting position)
a nd i is the rank of the flood . In order to plot the frequency curve
on linear graph paper, the EV 1 reduced mariate , yi, must be
calculated from the values of Fi; this ca n be done using the
approxima tion
yi - In(- 1nFi)
which is sufficiently accurate for plotting purposes .
The values of Qi should then be plotted against the corresponding
yi on linea r gra ph paper. The resulting plot becomes rather wore
useful when the reduced mariate axis is rescaled in terms of return
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period, T . The y values co rresponding to various return periods can
be ca lculated from
T-1y = - In (- In (___ ))
The following table gives values o f reduced variate for commonly
required retUin periods.
A smooth  line should be drawn through the plotted points but need
not be constrained to pass through the highes t point whe re this lies a
considerable distance from the rest of the da ta . If the data plot as
a stra ight line , then the assumption of a parent EV 1 distribu tion
a ppea rs valid . However, the plot is like ly to show a slight cu rvature
suggesting the parent distribution is someth ing other than an EV I
a lthough in prac tice the samp ling e rro r is usua lly too large to state
definite ly tha t this is the case . Wo rldw ide experience in plo tting
frequency curves suggests that steeper curves come from low rainfall
a reas and from sma ller ca tchments . This trend is by no means well
estab lished (see Annex F) bu t should be considered when the completed
curve is compa red with one based on averaged flood frequency fac tors
Fo r the range co vefed by the curve the flood co rresponding to a
given return period can be estimated . It should he noted tha t
estima tion of the T-yea r event d irec tly by frequency curve does not
require the MAF to be estimated. The upper limit of the range will
• depend on the variability of the plotted data about the curve; even if
the data plot on a straight line it should not be extended to return
periods greater than twice the length of record .
Ill 6 .3 Exam le of a licationAn estimate of the 5 year return period ,flood is required at the
Ill Citarum at Nan jung. This station has 21 years of data which is
sufficient to draw a flood frequency curve. Table 6.1 gives an
Ill o rdered list of the recorded flood peaks and the corresponding values
of yi based on the rank . The flood magnitudes have been plo tted
Ill against yi in Figure 6.1. Drawing a line through these points isdifficult, the best solution possibly being to draw the straight line
Ill shown . The scatter about this line for higher return periods is large
and it may be best to limit flood estima tion with this curve to return
III periods up to ten years.
Ill as 312
From the line the five yea r flood can be estima ted as 290 m 3s- 1
and the ten yea r flood 3 _1
 m s .
411
411
411 Table 6.1 Ranked floods, and the corres ondin values of yi for the
Citarum at Nanjung 
411
411
411
411
411
411
411
411
411
411
411
411
411
411
411
411
411
411
411
411
Rank Flood EV 1 reduced va rlate
Qi
21 370.0 3.62
20 303 .0 2.60
19 297 .0 2.07
18 293.0 1.71
17 291.0 1.43
16 288.0 1.20
15 286 .0 1.01
14 284 .0 .83
13 284.0 .67
12 274 .0 .52
11 270 .0 .38
10 270 .0 .25
9 270 .0 .12
8 268 .0 .01
7 261.0 .14
6 253 .0 .27
5 251.0 .41
4 226 .0 .56
3 221.0 .73
2 208.0 .96
205.0 
-1:2'9
3 1
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Figure 6 .1
410 ESTIMATION OF THE T YEAR FLOOD  USING REGIONAL GROWTH FACTORS
7.1 Introduction 
• A flood frequency curve gives a graphical representation of the
relationship between the magnitude of a flood and its return period.
• If the graph is resealed by dividing the flood magnitudes by the MAF ,
a curve of growth factors against return period Is the result. For
410 example , the all ca tchment average flood frequency growth curve forJava and Sumatra shown on Figure 7.1.
However, analysis in Annex F shows that growth factors in
• Indonesia vary not only with return period but also with the size of
catchment under study . 100 1 .station yea rs of data from the 92
• catchments with five or more years record were used in this analysis.
•
This allows growth factors for events up to 500 year return period to
• be estimated . Growth factors for the 1000 year return period are
tentative and should be used with caution.
7.2 Description of'method
Estimation of T yea r return period flood ,  QT ,  involves
• multiplying the MAF by the appropriate growth factor which is a
function of T and the ca tchment a rea:
111 QT  CF(T ,AREA) x MAF
It is assumed here that Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 8 have been
• consulted and an estimate of MAF obtained from whatever data are
ava ilable.
The growth factor is obtained from Table 7.1 interpolating fo r
both the required return period and catchment area .
•4
3
2
1
5
Average f lood frequency grow th curve for Java and Sumat ra
2
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5 10 20 50 100 200 50 0 100 0
0 1 2 3 4
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5 6 7
F igure 7.1
Table 7.1 Table of Growth Factors GF(T,AREA)
7.3 Accuracy of method
sd (GF ) = 0.16 (10810T) x GF
where CF Is the growth factor
Alternatively a flood frequency curve can be constructed for the
required area using -the MAF and growth factors for return periods
given in the table; from this the flood co rresponding to any return
period ca n be read directly.
In estimating QT in this way errors arise from two sources :
error in the MAF estimate and error in the growth factor. Chapters 3,
4 and 5 each give methods of assessing the standard deviation
associated with the MAF estimate appropriate to its method of
calculation. The standard error of estimate of the growth factor is
hard to quantify but the UK Flood Studies Report (M C , 1975)
suggests it to be of the order of 15% at T - 10 years, 30% at T = 100
years and 501 at T = 1000 years. This approxima te relationship can be
summa rised and used to estimate the standard deviation of the growth
factor, sd(GF):
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The standard deviation of QT is then found from
sd(QT ) 1:).14 (sd(GP))2 (6d(MAF))210 .5
GF MAF
If the regression equation is used to estimate the MAF , the term
(sd(MAT ))2
MAF
may be approximated to by (0.59)2 or 0.348.
7.4 Exam le of  a  lication
Th e 50 year flood is required for Ba tang Tembesi at Maura Inum.
Twelve years of data are available at the site, sufficient to estimate
the MAI by the mean of the annual maxima of the sample as described in
Chapter 3.
Thus, MAF 1164.4 m 3s- 1
sd(MAF) =. 341.4 m3s_ 1
The catchment area is 1505 km 2, and from Table  7.1  the required
growth fac tor is therefore 1.95.
Q50 = 1164.4 x 1.95 = 2271 m 3s- 1
To estimate the standard deviation of this estimate
sd(GF) = 0 .53
therefo re sd(Q50)
sd(Q50) = 908 m3s- 1
,  0 .53 2 341.4  2 1
2271 Vt( ) + ( ) j
1.95 1164 .4
Th e 50 year flood for Batang Tembesl at Maura Inum is estima ted
to be 2300 m3s-1, with an assoc iated standard deviation of 900 m 3s- 1.
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411 8. IMPROVING THE FLOOD EST IM ATE USING LOCAL DATA
411 8 .1 Introduction 
411 This chapter is concerned with making the best use of river flow
data available near to the site for which a flood estimate is
411 required. As there are a large number of river gauging stations in
Sumatra and Java it is likely that some loca l  data will  be available.
411
If  da ta from a station used  i n  this study a re to be used for a
411 flood estimate then data available at the time of the study can be
found in the Data Appendix. These data should then be extended to the
411 present and checked in the light of recent developments of the rating
equation.
411
Having obtained a ll relevant local data , the MAF should
411 preferably be estimated by  more  than one method . The techniques which
may be used, tha t is the annual maximum series , peaks over th reshold
411 and regression equation, have been described in Chapter 3, 4 and 5
respectively . Figure 2.1  guides  users in the choice of suitable
411 methods. A satisfactory agreement between two or more approaches
would indicate that the MAF was reasonable, whereas a disagreement
411 might indicate that special circumstances need to be considered . This
point is co nsidered in Section 8.2. Sec tions 8 .3 to 8.6 deal with the
411 problem of estimating the MAF  where  more abundant data are available
a t gauging stations in the vicinity of the flood estimation  site.
411 usually it is the  case  that QT  can  only be estimated in one way - by
using the growth factors given in Chapter 7. However, whenever
411 possible th is should be compared with an estimate using a flood
frequency curve plotted from local data . A discussion on how this
411 local data flood frequency curve may be extended to enable estima tion
of high return period floods is given in Sec tion 8.8. Some genera l
411 comments a re made in Section 8.7 on the  use  of locally available flood
level marks. Incorporating such historica l data into the flood
411 estimation process  can  on ly be done in a subjective way however. Each
section is illustrated with one or more examples.
•
•
•
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Flood estimation is seldom a straightforwa rd task . Special or•
unusual conditions require considered judgement or even modification
• of the techniques described in this manual. For these reasons it is
recommended that the task of flood estimation should be undertaken by
an experienced engineer or hydrologist.
8.2 Usin different methods at the same site
• If possible the HAF should be estimated by more than one method.
If there are some data at the point of interest this may be achieved
• using the POT method (Chapter 4) in conjunction with either the
regression equation (Chapter 5) or the mean of the annual maxima
• series (Chapter 3). In such cases the regression equation estimate
will be a poor predictor of the HAP compared to the annual maximum or
POT methods based on real data .
III Should there be a la rge disagreement between the different floodestimates , t.he calculations should be  checked  carefully for arithmetic
Ill mistakes . If the disagreement persists, the choice of an appropriateestima te of the HAF 'is a matter of engineering judgement. Advice on
how such a choice may be made is given in general terms  in  laterIll sections of this chapter.
Ill If there is reasonable agreement between the different methods
Ill used , this may give added confidence in the estimate. How though isthis added confidence reflected in the quoted value for  the  MAF  and
Ill its error? As explained in the relevant chapters for each method ofcomputing the MAF , an estima tion error or standard deviat ion is
Ill associated with the calculated MAF and it has been shown how this maybe found in each case. The standard deviation or standa rd error
Ill enables users to assess how the MAF obtained by a ny method mightrelate to the -true- long term mean annual flood at any site. At
Ill severa l points in the report it has been stated that  using  norma lprobab ility theory , the estimated HAF would be expected to lie within
Ill the range of plus or minus one standard deviation of the long termmean with a probability of 68 per cent. Similarly the re is a 95 per
Ill cent probability of the long term mean annual flood being within
the
ra nge of plus or minus 1.96 x the standard deviation of the estima ted
•
•
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411 MAF. The la rge estimation e rrors assoc ia ted w ith these methods show
how imp rec ise estimation o f ra re floods ca n be where only short
411 periods of flow data are ava ilab le or from the regress ion equa tion fo r
the MAF of Cha pter 5.
411
In cases where the MAF is estimated by more than one method each
411 estimate will have a standard deviation associa ted with it. Normally
one of the methods is most suitable for a particular application and
411 this is the estimate that should be used. Tf other estimates agree
with it then the va rious assumptions made in obtaining the estima tes
411 appear va lidated; if not the methods and their assumptions should be
reviewed to try to explain the discrepancies. Example 2 shows how POT
411 and regression equation estimates may be reconciled for one particular
case. By either getting good agre'ement between methods or finding
411 reasons for the differences confidence in the flood estimate is
enha nced , albeit it in a rather intangible way .
It would normally be imprudent of an engineer to assume that because
411 the MAF was an imprecise estimate of the long term mean annual flood
one or more standard deviations should be added to the MAF estimate to
411 allow for this imprecision . Such conservatism could Increase the
return period of the flood estimate dramatically without the user
411 being aware of the fact. Given that the standard error of the
regression estimate of the MAF is plus 59 per cent, additions of this
411 error to the MAY is equivalent to the difference between the 10 year
flood and the 60 yea r flood for a catchment of 100 lcm 2.
411
It is normally appropriate to accept the MAF estimated by the
411 methods of th is report for design purposes since this is the best
available central estimate of the true mean annual flood. How ever,
411 all available local flow data should be used to check and refine this
'central estimate as shown in later sections of this current chapter.
411
Example 1
411
Problem description: An estimate of the 100 yea r return period flood
411 is required on the Krueng Aceh at Kampung
Darang .
411
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Three techniques a re used to estimate the MAP
and their results compared .
Data abstrac tion Ca tchment charac teristics were abstrac ted for
(regression equation) this catchment as described in Annex C :
AREA - 1068 km2
APBAR = 86 mm
•
SIMS = 21 m km-1
LAKE 0
•
Data abstraction A th reshold of 4 .5 m (to the new station datum )
(POT ) or 266 m3s- 1 was chosen for the POT ana lysis
and the following peaks abstracted:
450 350 369 282
300 287 434 324 m 3s- 1 (in 4 complete
309 313 427 359 years)
420 3 11 337
Additional flood peaks in incomplete years are;
279 748 m 3s- 1
(Although the hydrologica l year for the annual
maximum series ana lysis starts on 1st August,
the POT method can take data from any complete
12 month period, regardless of the starting
410 month . This explains why the largest flood on
reco rd at the station, 748 m3s-1, appears in
the incomp lete yea rs here but in the complete
years below).
Data abstraction : There are only four complete hydrological years
(Annual maximum of data at th is station and the annual maxima
•
series) a re:
3s- 11976/1977 450 m 1978/1979 748 m3s-1*
• *The original station was destroyed after this
exceptional flood in August 1978. This year's
data may be considered complete as it is known
• that the August peak was not exceeded during
the same hydrologica l year.
•
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MAF
 (ca tchment Using data from above, the  AREA
 exponent, V, is•
charac teristics) ca lculated thus
V = 1.02 - 0.0275 log in  AREA
V = 0.937
• MAF
 is estimated from the regression equation
_ . _
t iven in Chapter 5:
MAF = 8 . 00 x 10 - 6 x AREAV x APBAR 2 4 4 5 x
SIMS0 1 17 x ( 1 + LAKE) _ 0 8 5
MAF =  422 m 3s- 1
The standard error of estimate of  MAF i s  422 x
1.59 to 422/1.59 (671 to 265 m 3s- 1).
MAF Using the method described in Chapter 4, the
(POT Analysis) mean exceedence , is calculated thus :
1 M
0 - E (gi - go)
m i=1
0
 - 104m3 s-1 (using all 17 floods)
The average number of exceedences per yea r, X.
is ca lculated
= M/N
Complete years must be used in this calculation
and there were 15 floods above the threshold in
4 complete years:
= 15/4 - 3 .75
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411 MAF may now be calculated
MAF = (10 +  3(0.5772 + ln X)411 MAF = 266 + 104(0 .5772 + In 3 .75)
MAF = 463 m3 s- 1 (standard deviation411 57 m 3s- 1)
411 MAF (Annua l maximum The estima tion of MAF from an annual maximum
series) series of less than 5 years in length is not411 recommended . It is calculated here merely as a
check on other methods. From the 4 years which411 are available.
411 MAF  a  492 m 3  s- 1
411 (standard deviation 178 m3 s- 1)
411 Discussion The three estimates of MAF obtained above are
in satisfacto rily c lose agreement. However the411 preferred estimate of MAF mus,t be that obtained
by the POT method since this is most suitable411 for the short length of record at the station .
• This is confirmed by the low standard deviation
of this method (57 m 3s- 1) relative to both the
annual maximum series method (178 m3s- 1) and411 the regression equation error (MAF + 249 m3s- 1
to MAP - 157 m3s-1). However as the MAF from411 the annual maximum series is slightly higher
than that from the POT method, it Is wise to411 round up the POT estimate of MAF to say 470
411 to
3/s. The regression equation estimate is
acceptably close but it is always better to use
flow data with the POT or annual maximum series411 whenever possible.
411 Solution (11G0 for the location is obtained by
multiplying HA? by the 100 year return period411 growth factor of 2.4 1 (AREA 1068 km2).
411 (Table 7.1)
•
•
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Q 100 ' 470 x 2.4 1
= 1133 m 3s- 1
From Section 7.3 the standard deviation of the
100 year return period growth factor is 30%.
This may be combined with the standa rd
• deviation of the POT estimate o f the MAF to
give the standard deviation of Qloo
r , s g .CF.2 )2 s MAF2 )2]0.5
sd(Q 100) ' Q 100 ( d(l k
CF MAF
4 1 0
[(0 .723)2  4  ( 57 )2]0 .5
a 1130
2.4 1 470
366 m 3 s- 1
The estimate of the 100 year return period
flood is therefore 1130 m 3s- 1 w ith a standard
deviation of 370 m 3s- 1.
• Exa mp le 2
Prob lem Desc ription: An estimate of the 50 Year return period flood
is required for the Ciliwung at Kebon Baru.
Only two complete yea rs of flow data a re
Ill available for the site: This is too short to
attempt an estimation of the MAF from the meanIll of the annual series. The MAP ca n, however, be
estimated by both the POT method and theIll regression equation.
Ill Data The catchments cha racteristics for this river
(catchment basin were obtained using the proceduresIll cha racteristics) described in Annex C :
AREA = 333 km 2
APBAR = 103 mm
S IMS = 34 m km- 1
LAKE - 0
•
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411
411 Data (POT analysis): On ly two complete years of data are availab leand they contain the following peaks over a
_
411 threshold of 90 m 3s
1
173 .4 106 .8411 97 .7 131.9 m 3s- 1
92 .0 93 .3
105.1 91.7
411 Four additional peaks were recorded in
411 incomplete years:
209 .4 166 .9411 3 _ 1m s
97.4 95 .0
411
MAP Using data from above, the regression equation
411 (regression is used to es timate the MAF as described in
equation) Chapter 5.
411
MAP = 239 m 3 s_ 1 (standard ertor of estima te
411 380 to 150 m3s- 1)
411 MAP (POT) Using the POT method described in Chapter 4 ,
w ith the data given above the MAY is estimated
411 as:
411 MAI -  152 m3s_ 1 (standard deviation 25 m 3s- 1)
411 Discussion Two years is also really too short a record for
the POT method, however it is preferable to
411 make use of even this short reco rd as a check
on MAP estimated from the regression equa tion .
411 The two methods do give noticeably different
results; 219 m3 s- 1 from the regression and 152
411 m3 s- 1 from POT . Why should this be?
•
•
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One possible explanation can be f ound by
Ill studying the catchment shape o f the C:liwung
basin on Figure 1.1 (Catchment number 5). The
III catchment above Bogor may be described  as
typica l, but thereafter it is very long and
Ill thin. As the mountainous catchment a round
Bogor is the main flood producing region of the
III ca tchment, the long river reach across the
coastal plain towards Jaka rta will signfica ntly
Ill attenuate floods produced in the uppe r
catchment. Furthermore the lowe r ca tchme nt may
Ill not produce a large flood runoff because of its
narrowness. One might expect, therefore, that
Ill the MAF produced by the regression equation to
be too high - which is indeed the case.*
III A tentative estima te of MAF, Inco rporating a
factor of safety for the shortness of the
III record would be 200 m 3s- 1
Fro m Table 7.1 the 50 year grow th factor for a
ca tchment of 323 km 2 is 2.29 giving the
follow ing estimate of  Qs o :
Q5o = 2.29 x 200
0.5o = 458 m3 s- 1 (standard deviation
145 m3s- 1)
•
*Incidentally a shape factor indexing the narrowness of the catchment
was consider in the regression analysis (Annex C) but not found
significant when applied to the who le data set .
•
•
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411
411
411 8 .3 Using the observed MAF from an ad iacent long te rm station_ ___ _._ __ _________ _
411 The method desc ribed in this  a nd  the following two sec tions uses
a similar approach to adjust the MAF. If mo re than one of these three
411 approaches is possible at a site , a ll should be tried . Engineeringjudgement should then be used to assess the importance of each MAF
411 estimate in o rder to produce a n overall ba lanced estima te of the MAE .
411 The technique desc ribed in this sec tion is use ful where a floodestimate is required at a sta tion , A . where the period of reco rd is
411 short and there is a station, B , with a longer reco rd nearby . MAFwhen estimated from a short period of record may be higher or lower
411 than the true long term mean because the record may come from a timewhen floods are higher or lower than norma l due to short term local
411 clima tic va riations . This sampling error may be reduced if it assumedthat the same period in the history of the station with the longer
411 reco rd was similarly wet or dry . For this to be true the catchmentsshould be in close proximity and share similar climatic catchment
411 cha rac teristics (AAR and APBAR). This assumption may be checked byplotting the annual maxima from the common yea rs of operation against
each other to estab lish the deg ree of correlation. The adjusted HAF411 is calculated thus:
411 MABB
MAFA = MAFA x
411 MAFB
411 where
MAFA Adjusted MAY for station A
411 HAFit MAF from the record at station A (Unadjusted)
411 MAFg = HAF from the entire period o f opera tion of station B
411 HAFT; = MAE from station B during period sta tion A was
operational
•
•
•
•
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Fxample 3
Description
Data
Catchment cha racteristics
Discussion
An estima te of the MAF is required on the
Batang Pasaman at Air Cadang. Six yea rs of
data a re ava ilable at Air Cadang . lioliever the
nearby station at Silaping on the Batang
Batahan has a 12 year reco rd
Yea r Batung Pasaman Batung Batahan
Air Cadang (342) Silaping (343)
m
3
s
_ 1 3 _ l
m s
39-40 139 .3
40-4 1 247.1
4 1-42 388 .3
72-73 317 .2
73-74 303 .8
74-75 466.3
75-76 898.5 170 .2
76-77 1147.9 466 .3
77-78 970.9 478.7
78-79 694 .4 399 .5
79-80 1036.1-- 508 .0
80-8 1 114 1.0 430.0
AAR 3440 mm 3 100 mm
APBAR 103 mm 118 mm
AREA 1267 km2 304 km 2
Although there is a considerable difference in
ca tchment area, the two ca tchments are simila r
c limatica lly , 1n close proximity and d rain in
the same direction. Although the correlation
between the annual maxima of these two
stations , over the common period of record
(75-76 to 80-81), is poor (correlation
47
411
411 coefficient = 0.38), the example is continued
as an illustration. In the notation described
411 above:
411 MAF'342 = 981.5 m 3s- I
MAP  343 = 359.6 m 3s- 1
411 MAP '343  c  408.8 m3-1
411 The adjusted MAF at station 342 is ca lculated
thus:
411
359.6MAF342 = 981.5 x411 408.8
MAF342 863 m3 s- 1411 =
411 Using th is technique the revised estimate of
the MAP is 863 m3s- 1
411
8 .4 Usin flood records from elsewhere in the catchMent
411
Sometimes it will be necessary to make a flood estimate at a
411 point A on a river which is some distance upstream or downstream of an
established gauging station B . Provided that the differences in
411 catchment a rea are relatively small, these data may be used to assist
in flood estimation at the point of interest. It is suggested that
411 this technique only be used if the difference in area between the two
catchments is less than 50%.
411
The  MAF  at the point of interest, MAFg , is calculated thus:
411
MAFg
411 MAFA ° MAFA X MAFE '
411
411
411
411
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where
Example 4
Description
Analysis
MAFA = regression e s t im a te of MAF at A
MATg  a  regression estima te of MAF at gauging station B
MAFg MAF at station B from data
The MAF is required on the Krueng Jambo Aye at
Rampah . For the purposes of th is example no
flow da ta are assumed to exist there.
'M ere a re, however, 8 years of flow data
downstream at Lhoknibong. If the difference in
ca tchment areas is not too grea t, these data
may be used to refine the MAF.
Krueng Jambo Aye
Rampah (117) Lhoknibong (118)
AREA (km 2) 406 1 4403
APBAR (mm) 65 67
S IMS (m km- I) 10.8 8.35
LAKE 0 0
The MAP at Lhoknibong, estimated from the
annual series of 8 years, is 932 m3 s- I.
Befo re applying the technique described in this
section , we must check that the two catchment
areas are within the 50% of each other. The
difference in area is in fact only 8.4% . The
technique may therefore be applied.
Using the catchment cha rac teristics given
above , the regression equation of Chapter 5 is
used to estimate the MAF at both stations
MAFR
17
= 598 m3/s (Reg ression estimate
1  
for station 117)
MAFR
18
= 672 m 3/s (Regression estimate
1  
for station 118)
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From the annual maximum series at Lhoknihong
MAF 118 932 m3s - 1
The regression estimate of MAF at Rampah is
modified thus.
MAF118
MAF MAFR
117
x117  
MAF
118
mAF117 . 598 x
MAF117 829 m3 s- 1
The revised estimate of the MAP is therefore
830 m3s-1
8 .5  Usin  flood records from adjoining ca tchments
If there are no suitable gauging stations within the catchment
of interest, records from  a  station on an adjoining river basin may be
used to assist with estimation of MAF
It is suggested that this technique only be used when the two
ca tchments have broad ly similar characteristics and in particular the
two catchment areas differ by no more than 502 .
The  MAP  at the point of interest, MAFA , is calculated thus:
MAFEMAFA MAFRx
where
MAFR = Regression estimate of MAF at A
A
MAFR Regression estimate of MAF at gauging station B
MAFg = MAF at station B from data
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Example 5
Description Estima te MAP on the Batang Air Dingin at Lubuk
Minturun for which we assume there is no flow
da ta (for the purpose of this example).
Analysis
The adjoining catchment of Batang Kuranji at
Gunung Nago has 8 yea rs of data which may , if
the catchments are similar, be used to assist
with the estimation of the MAP at Lubuk
Minturun .
The following catchment charac teristics were
abstracted for the two sites using the
procedures described in Annex C .
The MAP at Gunung Nago, estimated from the
annual series of 8 years , is 4 15  ad  s- 1.
The two catchments have similar catchment
characteristics and are in close proximity.
The difference in area is 7%. The MAF
ad justment technique may therefore be applied .
The catchment cha racteristics given above
enable MAP to be estimated at both stations by
the regression equa tion of Chapter 5.
5 1
Batang Air Dingin Batang Kuvanji
Lubuk Minturun Gunung Nago
(321) (314)
••
- 266 m3 $ - 1 (Regress ion estima te411 314 for station 314)
411 MAF121 - 253 m3 s- 1 (R egress ion estimate3
for sta tion 32 1)
411
From 'the annual maximum series at Gunung Nago :
411
MAF314 = 415 m3 s- 1
411
The regression estimate of MAF a t Luhuk
411 Minturun is adjusted thus:-
411 MAF314
HAF321 = MAiR x321
MAFR411 314
411 MA1 321 = 253 x  ±4
266
411
= 395 m3 s- 1MAF321
411
8.6 Usin staff au e data
411 Itis possible that staff gauge readings have been taken over a
411 period of time close to the site of interest and none or very few
current meter gaugings exist. If it is not possible to develop a
411 rating as suggested in Annex B, two techiques described below enable
these data to be used in a flood analysis. Both techniques require
411 five or more years da ta. The annual maximum series should be
abstracted and w ill, of course, Joe in stages (m) not flows (m 3 s-1).
•
•
•
•
•
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The first technique involving the use of stage data requires the
abstraction of the median stage  and  its conversion to discharge using
a flow resistance fo rmula such as the Manning or Chezy equation. The
median of the annual maximum stage series when converted to a
discha rge is directly equiva lent to the median of the annual maximum
flow series Q
med . Analysis of data from stations n sed in this
study showed that, on average
MAF 1.06 Qmed
This relationship may be used to derive the MAF after Qmed has
been determined .
The second method of using data from  an  unrated section is useful
whe re the station has a long reco rd of staff gauge data . Here it is
possible to plot a flood stage frequency curve and this is done in the
same way as for a flood discha rge frequency curve which is described
in Chapter 6. There is a direct co rrespondence between these two
curves and the T yea r return period flood stage in mttres is
equivalent to the T year return periOd flood flow in cubic metres per
second . This stage can be converted to flow by either the Manning o r
Chezy formula. However in flood design it is often the maximum level
of the T year return period flood which is important. In this case
conversion to discharge is unnecessary .
Example 6 Perempuan Cantik at Banyak Masalah .
410 Although flood peaks have been recorded by an
observer for 9 years the station is unrated. A
survey of the channel was undertaken to
estimate the flow at the median annual stage .
The following peak stages have been reco rded by
the observer;
1110
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From a survey of the river cross-section the
fo llowing information wa s obta ined fo r the
median stage of 2.89  0 : -
Cross sectional area ofIII flow , A = 103 m2
III Wetted perimeter, P
43 m
Wa ter surface slope , S
=  
= 0.0107 m m- I
Ill Estimated Manning 's n = 0 .04
Firstly the hydraulic radius, R is calculated
thus
010 R = A/P = 103/43 - 2.4 m
The average velocity of flow, v , may now be
estimated using Manning 's equation:
.
.1 R2/3 s1/2
fl
2 42/3 x 0.01071/2
0.04
= 4.64 m s - I
Median flow discharge , Qmed , is obtained by
multiplying velocity by c ross sectiona l area of
flow at 2.89 m stage:.
•
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Qmed = V x A
Qmed = 4 .64 x 103
Qmed = 478 m3 s- 1
Using the relationship given above  between  the
MAF and'Omed , the MAF is then calculated:
MAF 1.06 x 478
MAF 507 m3 s - 1
8.7 Using flood marks
Levels of historic floods  may  sometimes be found marked in the
vicinity of a river. These typically occur  as a  line inscribed on  a
bridge pier or a 'tide' mark on walls close to the river. In the
course of this study , isolated flood marks were found in the vicinity
of several gauging stations . The existence of such flood marks is
often known to the gauging station observer or local inhabitants.
b
Occasionai ly in Indonesia these exceptiona l floods either
submerge the gauging station resulting in the float reaching its point
of maximum travel, or in the station being washed away completely. In
either case the peak flood stage is not reco rded and may be
substituted by levelling in flood ma rks to the station datum. It may
only be possible to get a crude estimate of peak discha rge at this
high level due to excessive rating curve extrapo lation. However it is
better to inc lude this albeit doubtful flood record in the annual
maximum flood series or POT sertes for the station than omit it
entirely.
If the extraordinary flood occurs outside the period of record of
the gauging station the problem becomes more complex. Section 2.8 of
the United Kingdom Flood Studies Repo rt (NERC , 1975) discusses the
problem in some detail and it is considered further in Annex E .
However to make this complicated analysis worthwhile  a  series of flood
marks above some datum and with dates  are  required. Such a situa tion
is unlikely to occur in Indonesia and was not noted during the course
of th is study. If this exceptiona l flood is quoted by local people as
'the biggest flood in living memory',  sa very crude estimate of the
return period could be obtained by assuming 'living memory ' wa s
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411 between 30 and 60 yea rs. This is equivalent, using the Gringorlen
formula given in Chapter 7, to a return period o f about 50 to 100
411 years. At best this can be only  a  very crude check on the flood
estima te obtained by other means. What it does show is that .the river
411 in question is capable of producing floods of tha t magnitude . Thus if
the peak flow obtained from this extraordinary flood was greater than
411 saY  0500 estimated by the regression equation and grow th curve it
might indicate that the regression equation estima te was rather low .
8.8 Extension of a flood frequency curve
In those cases where sufficient data exist to plot  a  flood
frequency curve it is often the case that this curve ca nnot be
extended to the required return periods. For very large return
periods of 500 years or mo re it is best to use a flood frequency curve
based on the growth factors given in Chapter 7. However for
intermediate return periods and to avoid a sudden jump from the
plotted curve to that based on growth factors the fol lowing procedure
is recommended.
Use the method of Chapter 6 to plot the flood frequency curve
based on the available data and decide on the limiting return period
up to which the ctirve may be used; call this  L  years a nd the
corresponding flood  QL • From the table of grow th facto rs
(Table 7.1), interpolate the values appropriate to the catchment area:
denote these chosen growth factors by GF(T ), where GF(T ) is the growth
factor corresponding to the return period T . If  CF ( L )  represents the
value of GF(T ) for T=L , then the flood Qi is given by
QT
GF(T )
GF(L)
for return periods greater than L up to about 10 x  L  yea rs. For
floods of return periods greater than 10 x  L (or  500 yea rs, wh ichever
is smaller) estimate  QT  using the mean annual flood derived from the
recorded flow data and grow th factors of Table 7.1. A smooth curve
should be drawn to link the three line segments. This curve ca n then
be used to estimate the magnitude of the desired flood .
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Exacip le 7
Problem description: Fo r the Citarum at Nanjung a flood frequency
growth curve was constructed in Chapter 6.
This was conside red valid up to the 10 year
flood but how should it be extended for use up
to 500 yea r return periods.
Analysis: The mea n annual flood can be estimated either
from the mean of the annual maximum series o r
by reading the va lue from the flood frequency
curve drawn from the local data corresponding
to T of 2.33 years (Figure 6.1).From the annual
maximum series
MAF = 270.1 m3 s- 1
Qlo was estimated to be 3 12 m3 s- 1  in  the
example in Chapter 6. The catchment area for
Nanjung is 1833 km 2.
Th e following table sets out the calculations
for  QT .  In the first co lumn a re the return
periods for which points will be plotted on the
flood frequency curve. The growth fac tors
co rresponding to these obtained from Table 7.1
are given in the second co lumn. The third
co lumn has the ratios GF(T )/CF(10) and the
fourth co lumn gives  QT  based on these ratios .
The final co lumn gives  QT  based on the growth
factors of co lumn two and the MAF .
Figure 8 .1 shows the three portions of flood
frequency curve from the available data, the
GF(T )/GF (10) ratios and the grow th factors from
Table 7.1. The smoothed line drawn linking
these segments should be used to estimate the
required floods. Thus Q(100) Is taken to be
the upper limit of the extrapola ted loca l data
curve, 515 m 3s- 1. Q (500) and Q (1000
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) a re read
Ext rapolat ed f lood freq uency curve for the Citarum at Nanjung
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9 . COMPAR ISON  WI TH M IER FLOOD EST IMAT I ON METHODS USED I N I NDONES I A411
9 .1 Introduction
411
This chapter describes a comparison of different methods of flood
411 estimation for ungauged sites currently used in Indonesia with the no da ta
method using the regression equation descrtbed in this manua l.  Un f o r t u na t e l y
411 no independent stations were available for a test o f methods ; of necessity
a ll acceptable data were used in this study. For the first phase of the
411 project on  Java in  1981, eleven tria l catchments were chosen at random before
the ana lyses commenced to give a representative sample of ca tchment areas for
411 co mparison. Fo r the second phase on Sumatra in 1982, ten ca tchments were
similarly selected at random befo re starting the analyses.
411
The Rational method and rational type methods of Melchio r, Weduwen and
411 Ha sper used in the compa rison require daily rainfalls of specified return
periods. For the first phase of the study on  Java,  the only data readily
411 available were the maximum , the second highest and the mean annual maximum of
1 day rainfalls for  all  raingauges on Java (I.M .G. Met note , 1969). Data from
411 all raingauges within each catchment were plotted to form an average ra infall
growth curve using a Gumbel reduced variate and Gringorten plotting position
411 (Chapter 6). The average of the h ighest and second highest daily rainfa ll was
plotted at the position appropriate to the length of record . The mean annual
411 maximum daily ra infall was plotted at  a  return period of 2.33 yea rs. A
regression line through a ll  t h e s e  data was used to estimate rainfalls of the
411 required return periods. This procedure was not that specified by the various
methods but served as the best approximation with the data availab le.
411
For the Sumatra Study in 1982, rainfall yea rbooks  were  obtained giving411 details of annual M a x i M U M one day rainfalls for each of years 1951-1977
(l.M .G. Yearbooks). Raingauges on or close to each of the ten selected411 ca tchments were listed from the yea rbooks, and for those with sufficient
yearly data , annual maximum one day rainfalls we re abstracted . Rainfall411 frequency growth curves were plotted for each ra ingauge using the same Gumbel
reduced variate and Gringorten plotting position desc ribed abo ve and ave rage411 curves drawn in sub jectively for each catchment . Thia approach should yield
better estimates of the required rainfalls for flood estimation than the411 simplified method used for Java . Insufficient time was available to enable
the earlier rainfall estimates for Java to be re-computed using the rainfall411 yea rbook data . It is believed that any inaccuracies inherent in the
simplified approach will be small.411
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It should be noted that most of the methods described below are
variations on the Rational formula method (Sec tion 9 .2) and use the same
rainfall data as input. Thus they assume that the 500 yea r flood is caused by
the 500 yea r rainfall and only the ra infa ll a real reduction factors and runoff
coefficients are changed in each method . It is interesting to note that
whilst the range of growth factors for Q(500) given in Sec tion 7.2 is from
3 .27 to 4 .01 with a median va lue of 3.7, the equiva lent ra infall growth
factors are rather lower. For Java the range over the eleven catchments
considered was from 2.06 to 3 .0 1 and the media n is 2.48. Sumatra has a range
o f from 1.95 to 4 .2, the latter figure being something of an outlier and the
median for Sumatra is 2.23.
Flood frequency growth facto rs would normally be higher than the rainfa ll
growth factors.tha t effectively produce the floods because many of the factors
controlling the conversion of rainfall to flood runo ff on a ca tchment are
relatively constant. Interception losses of ra infa ll on vegetation and on the
soil surface a re largely constant and the rate of infiltration of rainfall
into the soil also va ries only slightly from storm to storm . Thus the
proportion of storm rainfall remaining for flood generation after these
relatively constant losses have been taken off Increases as storm magnitude
increases for higher return periods and flood growth factors increase more
rapidly than the rainfall growth factors. Tha t seemingly sma ll rainfalls
might produce more extreme floods is not entirely suprising since many factors
co ntrol the conversion of rainfall to flood runoff. The effect of antecedent
catchment conditions a re of great importa nce in this respec t; the flood
produced by a storm will be greatly reduced if it follows  a  long dry period o r
enhanced if it comes after a period of unusually wet weather. Such
considerations illustrate the weakness of methods that assume that runoff
return period equals rainfall return period and hence the advantage gained by
estimation methods based on flood statistics. The following sections give  a
brief description of each flood estimation method. For a more detailed
explana tion the reader is referred to the sources quoted.
9.2 Rational method (Huhadi 1976)
This version of the standard rationa l method which Is used in Indonesia
is adapted from Japanese practice. The principle of the method is  to
determine the flood pcak QT (in m3 s-1) of return period T years from the
formula
r(T)QT  AREA
•
3.6
•
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411
where
411 C is a coefficient va rying with the nature of the terrain which was taken
from a table in Muhadi 's paper. 1(T) is a rainfall intensity co rresponding to
411 the T-year return period ra infa ll for a duration equal to the time
of concentration of the catchment. Empirical formulae are available which
411 rela te I(T ) to the stream length , slope and.the 1-day rainfall of T year
return period , R(T); these fo rmulae are derived from Japanese data.
411
The Ra tional method is usually applied only to small catchments , although
411 no information is available on the tango of ap.plication for the version used
here . An arbitrary upper limit of 2000 km 2 was used in this study, although
41F this may be too large for sensible application of the Rationa l method .
411 9.3 Weduwen Method (Muhadi, 1976 and I.E .C ., 1977)
411 This method is essentially a modification of the Rationa l method , and was
developed for conditions near Jaka rta . The flood peak QT (In m 3s- 1) of
411 return pe riod T-years is determined from ;
R(T )
411 QT apq AREA 240
where
411 R(T)is the 1-day rainfall of return period T years (mm)
411 and aPq is a combined areal reduction and runoff coefficient, determinedgraphically as a function of catchment area and slope from a figure in
411 1977.
411 The method is considered applicable to catchments with an area of less
than 100 km 2.
411 9.4 Melchior method (Muhadi, 1976 and I.E.C ., 1977)
411
This method is also developed from the Rational method , and is su itable
411 for use on relatively large catchments. The flood peak  QT (in m 3s 1- ) of
return period T years is determined from ;
411
aPq AREA lq22
411 200
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411
411 where
411 R(T) is the 1-day rainfall of return period T years (mm )
411 is an a real reduction factor dependent on the time of concentration
of the catchment, tc , (the relation is available in tabular form
411 and tc is determined from catchment length and slope). In fact  0
ts usually determined graphica lly from ca tchment area using a figu re
411 given in Muhad1 1976.
411 is a coefficient determined from tc and the area of an -equivalent
ellipse" for the catchment by a trial-and-error graphical method .
411
is a runoff coefficient which is arbitra rily selected from the range
411 0.42 4 a 4 0 .75. Melchior suggested an a verage value of 0.52 but
current prac tice is to use higher values in the range 0 .6 to 0 .75.
411
The arbitrary nature of a means that the estimates for  QT  determined by this
411 method must be regarded as approxiau te. The method is considered applicable
to catchments with a reas greater than 100 km2, and the graphs required a re
411 available only for equivalent ellipses sma ller than 10,000 km2, catchment
areas smaller than 7200 km2, and times of concentration less than 20 hours.
411 A major constraint on the method is that it ca n only be applied to catchments
having a mainstream length of less than about 150 km . Because of this many
411 long narrow catchments having areas of only 4000 km 2 or so may well have
equivalent ellipse a reas outside the range of the graphs, eg. catchments 45,
411 118, 201 and 707.
411  9.5 Has er method (Muhadi, 1976)
411 This is another modified Rational method , which is very similar in
concept to the Melchior method. The flood peak Qr  (in m3s_1) of return
411 period T years is determined from ;
411 QT a aPq AREA R(T )
whe re
411 R(T) is the 1-day ra infall of return period T years (mm )
a is a runoff coefficient determined as a function of AREA
411
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0 is an areal reduction fac tor determined as a function of the
time of concentration of the ca tchment, tc , (which in [urn is
determined from catchment length and slope) and the area of  an
equivalent ellipse-
q is  a  discharge coefficient determined as a function of the_time
of concentration. Different functiona l forms are used for different
ranges of tc.
The method *is applicable to catchments whose times of concentration are less
than 30 hours.
9.6 Peterson method (I.E.C . 1977 )
This method was developed  as  part of the Sederhana Irrigation Rec lamation
and Land Development Pro ject for application throughout Indonesia . Multiple
regression equations were obtained from which the flood peak  QT  (in m3s- 1)
for return periods T = 2,5,10,25 years can be estimated. These equations are:
where
Q2 = 0.00000143 AREA "
64
AAR
1-69
Q5 = 0.00000174 AREA 0 .950AAR 1.7 2
Q 10 - 0.00000189 AREA0.9
42
AAR
1.73
Q25 = 0.00000159 AREA " 9
44
AAR
1.77
AAR is the catchment average annua l rainfall (mm). Fo r the purposes of
the comparison study, Q2 was taken  as an  estimate of the mean annual flood.
These equations were derived from catchments with areas in the range 0.43 km 2
to 4 14 km 2 and with mean annual average precipitation in the range 1882 mm to
5226 mm. They should not be used for catchments in which the values are
outside these ranges.
9.7 Compa rison of results
For each of the  eleven  catchments on Java and ten catchments on Sumatra ,
flood estima tes were derived using the methods just described in this chapter
and also from the regression equation and flood frequency grow th curve
developed during this current study . Tables 9.1 and 9.2 show the rasults of
th is comparison for the mean annual flood , MAF , and for return periods of 10
and 500 years.
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For each ca tchment. an estimate of the true MAF Is a vailab le from the
observed flow reco rds at the gaug ing sta cion . For a ll ca tchments except
number 433 in Suma tra an estima te of  (h o  is a lso a vailable from the observed
flow records although the estima te may o ften lack precision due to the short
flow records available. A measu re of the success w ith wh ich the obse rved MAF
o r (110 is predicted by each method is provided by th e roo t mea n squa re erro r
(RMS error) , where:
2I n pred ic ted MAFt- observed MAFt
RMS error (2) = E (  ) x 100%
n 1-1 o bserved MAF f
where n is the number of observa tions . A low value of RMS error indica tes
good agreement between the prediction method and the obseived values and vice
versa. It should be noted that the RMS error places greater emphasis on
overprediction compa red with underprediction since an underprediction can only
be up to 1002 less than the observed va lue, whereas an overprediction may be
several hundred per cent greater.
Two RMS errors a re given on Tables 9.1 to 9.4, the first being for a ll
catchments.to which each method was applied. Thus for Java in Table 9 .1, the
Weduwen method was only applicable on three ca tchments, numbers 25, 27 and
29 spaces. The RMS error has been computed for just these three catchments
given as the first RMS error in co lumn (a) of the table. The Indonesian Flood
Studies Repo rt (FSR) method o f this report was applicable to all eleven
catchments used in the compa rison. Hence the RMS error given in columm (a) of
the table for this method is for eleven catchments a nd is not directly
comparable with that for the Weduwen method for example. In order to compare
the method of this report with other methods directly , a second RMS error was
computed for the Indonesian FSR method using only those catchments comm on to
each method in turn.Thus as a comparison with the Weduwen method , the RMS
error has been computed for the Indonesian FSR method for the three comno n
ca tchments, 25, 27 and 29 and this is given in column (b) o f Table 9.1. These
second RMS error estimates should provide the best comparison of the flood
estima tion methods presented in this report and others commo nly used in
Indonesia. Tables 9.3 and 9.4 summa rise the comparisons for the MAF and Q 10
respectively by giving the RMS errors for each method for Java and Sumatra
independently and a lso combined .
•
•
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411
411 It is apparent that the methods of th is current report give consistentlybetter estima tes of MAF  and  Ow  than any o ther method , with the exception of
411 the Peterson method which is a similar regression model. However, thePeterson model is only applicable fo r catchment areas of up to 414 km 2 and for
411 return periods up to 25  years.  This report provides a more comprehensive set
of methods applicable for catchment areas up to 20 ,000 km2 and for return
411 periods up to 1000 years. Of the other methods , the Melchior approach for
ca tchments greater than 100 km2 produces reasonable results on the whole as
411 does the Hasper method despite the la tter's very high RMS error for  Jawa .This RMS error is dominated by the Hasper method's gross overprediction of MAF
411 and Q 10 on the two very small catchments, 27 and 29. If these are excluded,the RMS error drops to only 77.2% for Java and 76.6% overall. It seems that
411 the method should perhaps not be applied to very small catchments.
411 The Weduwen method does not perform particularly well and appears to
consistently overestimate floods while the Rational method grossly
411 overestima tes floods . Both methods perform poorly for the very sma ll
catchments , 27 and 29. Neither of these methods seems to provide a viable
411 alternative to the approach of this current report.
411 Overall, the authors believe that the range of flood estimationtech niqués described in this current report provide the most reliable flood
411 estimates for Java and Sumatra. The methods may well be applicable elsewherein Indonesia if used with care a nd results checked against loca l data as
411 desc ribed in Chapter 8.
411 A second and independent assessment of the methods of this report is
shown in Figure 9.1 which shows the maximum recorded floods for Java and
411 Suma tra plotted against catchment area (Binnie and Partners, 1980). Also
shown on this figure are three estimators of  Ospo  against catchment area
411 derived from the regression equation of section 5.2 and the appropriate
multiplier for Q5,203 on area given in Table 7 .1. The upper line was derived
411 assuming the highest combination of APBAR , S IMS and  LAKE encountered on a
ca tchment in this study and the lowermost line was derived assumini the lowest
411 encountered combination of the same parameters. The central line was
calculated using average values of APBAR , SIMS and LAKE .
411 The 500 yea r figure adopted here is perhaps indicative of the likely
411 return period of the highest recorded floods  shown  on Figure 9.1. Many ofthese may in fact be much more commo nplace events, having return periods of
66
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only 50 to 100 years but some at least will be very rare events. For the
Ill average combina tion of M BAR , SIMS and LAKE encountered in this study, the
estima ted 0 100 and Q 1000 floods a re also shown on Figure 9 .1. It is
Ill appa rent that the va riations in floods of various return periods for any
particular type of catchment are significantly lower than va riations of say
Ill Qs p o  between different types ,of catchment. The 100 year flood for a
ca tchment having the average combination of APRAK , S IMS  and  LAKE may be over
III twice  as  large as the 500 o r 1000 year flood for catchments with low
combinations of the same characteristics .
It should be noted tha t there is no return period attached to the maximum
floods shown in Figure 9 .1 and some of the floods plotted a re of doubtful
accuracy . Hence some of the large sca tter of points on the graph will
undoubtedly be due to errors in the estimation of the magnitudes of these
floods . However, as has been emphasised in this report, there are also
significant errors and uncertainties in the estimation of the Q500 lines
drawn on Figure 9.1 using the methods presented in this report. For any
catchment there will be an error assoc iated with the estimate of the MAE ,
whether this estimate comes from recorded flood data using the POT or annual
maximum flood series, or from the regression equation as is the case .fo r
Figure 9.1. The flood frequency growth factors of Table 7.1 used to convert
the  MAY  estimate to QT a lso have errors of estimation associated with them
and consequently the plotted lines  are  only  a  best estimate of Q500 in each
case shown. However Figure 9.1 demonstrates that the Flood Study method does
produce reasonable answers over a wide range of catchment a reas and types.
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ANNEX A . STATION ASSESSMENT
A .I Introduction
• This annex considers the factors affecting the usefulness o f data
co llected at gauging stations and should be considered an essential
• first step in sta rting a design flood estimation. Section A .2
describes office procedures and Section A .3 , field procedures .
• Section A .4 glves details of how these were implemented tn the current
study .
A .2 Office procedure
The first stages of the flood estimation procedure should involve
• the compilation of a list of gauging stations a t, and c lose to, the
site of interest. The list should include not only stations near to
• the site within the same ca tchment but also those in neighbouring
ca tchments. The primary source of information for this list should be
DPMA in Bandung who are responsible for the national hydrometric410 network. Other bodies do operate gauging stations. Some of these are
given at the foot of Table A .3.
• The reason fo r co llecting data from as many sources as possible
is to ensure that all relevant information is considered in producing
a balanced flood estimate.
• Before site visits it is advisable to check the data which are
available for each gauging station. In particula r:
• (1) Proximity to the site of interest.
• (2) Type of station (continuously recording or staff gauge only)
(3)  How  many years of data available.
(4) The qua lity of the rating curve for flood flows.
This info rmation may be used.in assessing the relative usefulnessIII of each station in the flood estimation procedure. A preliminary look
at the data available may raise questions which can be answered duringIII visit..
Ill Field visits may now be undertaken as outlined in section A .3.
110
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•
411
411 After field visits and the identification of useful sta tions
.peak stages should be abstrac ied for POT or annual max imum series
411 ana lysis from the o rigina l cha rts if the station is automatic , or from
the observer's field sheet if there Is only a staff gauge. Data from
411 a seconda ry source (eg year books), is prone to error. Furthermore
useful informa tion such as annotation indicating a sticking float or
411 a la rge flood (benjir besa r) is often only available from the original
source .
411
Rating curves should be developed preferably with a programme of
411 additional flood discharge measurements to reduce the degree of rating
extrapolation. Guidelines for rating curve development are given in
411 Annex B .
411 A .3 Station visit rocedure
411 Prelimina ry site visiti should involve inspection of gauging
stations and discussion of gauging prac tice and historic floods with
411 the observer and local people respectively. This will lead to an
understanding of the relative accuracy of stations and any special
411 loca l factors such as the depth and extent of flooding and the
location of any historic flood . Photographing stations is generally
411 found to be a useful aid in recalling details of station visits on
return to the office.
411
The condition of the equipment at the station should be noted.
411 In particular that the staff gauge is firmly fixed, its markings
legible (including metre matks), and that the current reading agrees
411 with the chart reading if the station is automatic . For non-automatic
stations a check of the observer's notebook with the current staff
411 gauge reading helps to assess the observer's diligence . It is
worthwhile looking around for other staff gauges in the vicini ty of
411 the station and if found take readings on both old and new. Often old
staff gauges a re replaced by new ones or an automatic station
411 installed nearby with a different datum. Noting this in the field may
save problems later in the office .
411
An assessment of the likely behaviour o f the station during
411 flooding should be made. If the level of the maximum flood has been
4111
74
411
abstracted from the data in time fo r the field visit this may be411 visualised by reference to the staff gauge . If overbank flow occurs
at this level, the depth and width of the flood plain should be411 estimated. The effectiveness of  any  overbank flow may be judged by
the denseness of bankside vegetation o r the presence of road o r rail411 bridge abutments, which may confine flood flows, immediately downstram
of the station. OCten local people will tell of extent and frequency411 of overbank flow .
411 Special note should be made of flood marks near the station and
these should be levelled into the sta tion datum and the year o f411 occurrence determined. When developing the rating curve for the
station It is useful to know the type  and  shape of the hydraulic411 control of the sta tion. Stable bed material, perhaps large boulders
or a rock bar downstream indicate a good stable control. Bridge piers411 downstream usually have the same effect. Poor control is usua lly
411 found in rivers with unstab le bed material such as sand and grave] .This may form shoals in the river which realign after flooding . A
411 station with  a  good control should have a reasonably stable ra ting .
A .4 Initial sc reenin of Flood Stud stations411
411 The purpose of the station selection procedure described belowwas to ensure that only data from the most reliable gauging stations '
411 entered into the ana lysis for this pro ject. This Snd the stationvisit procedure described in Section A .3 was one of the most important
411 pa rts of the study . From sources at M IA tables of all known gaugingsta tions on Java and Sumatra were prepared. A total of about 1000
411 stations were identified , but this number was considerably reduced byelimina ting a ll stations with short records , those affected by tides ,
411 domina ted by an upstream lake or reservoir, stage only stations andthose of obscure origin, and those with very poor ratings.
411 Th e procedure adopted for field visits has been discussed
411 in Section A .3 with the necessary office work described in SectionA .2.
411 The last stage of the station selection procedure involved
411 studying all the available informa tion for each station; the rating
•
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411
curve, the ratio Hmax , (where Hmax is the maximum recorded stage
411 Hobs
and Hobs the maximum gauged stage), the cross section when
411 available together with the hydrologist's field assessment of thegauging station. This informa tion on the rating was conside red in
411 con junction with the length of record at a station to determine
whether the station should be inc luded in the analysis. Thus a
411 station with a poor rating was more likely to be included if it had a
valuable long record than if it had just a few years' data. The
411 process was to a la rge extent sub jective and stations were included or
rejected from the analysis using the experience of the hydrologists.
411 The final list of 110 gauging stations given in Tables A .1 and
411 A .2 and shown in Figures 1.1 and 1.2 includes a group of five small
ca tchments in the Kawah Ciwidey area to the south of Bandung (Numbers
411 27, 28, 29, 30 and 31). These are of special interest as they havethe only data on very small catchments in Java and are therefore
411 potentially very useful in extending the range of application of the
regression equation to catchments below 50 km 2 in area . The stations
411 were abandoned in the Second Wo rld War (1939- 1945) bu t field visitsduring this project discovered the existence of sharp c rested weirs at
411 four of the five sites . According to local information the fifth wasconstructed similarly . Although there were only low flow discharge
411 measurements taken at these lOcations, the presence of the weirs gave
more confidence in the rating curve extrapolation. In view o f this
411 and their potential usefulness to this study a ll five stations wereincluded in the analysis.
411
There was some doubt about the inc lusion of staff gauge only
411 stations in the analysis because observations there are normally taken
only three times a day and hence the flood peak may be missed . In
411 some instances the observer does record peak flood levels, as is the
requirement, but this is not a lways the case. For la rge catchments
411 staff gauge readings th ree times daily are acceptable because theflood peak may last for many hours, but for smaller ca tchments the
411 possible underestimation of peak flows may be significa nt. Where it
appeared that these errors might be excessive, the sta tion was removed
411 from the analysis.
78
Table A .3 gives the catchment cha rac teristics abstracted for some
Ill o f the stations not used in the regress ion ana lysis. These data may
be of use in the regression equation if a flood estimate is required
III in the vic inity of one of these stations . These stations were omitted
from the analysis because of doubts about their MAF. For this reason
III the MAFs given in Table A .3 should not be used without first checking
the basic data and rating equations.
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ANNEX B. RAT ING EQUAT ION DEVELOPMENT
B .1 Introduction
• A conside rable amount of effort was spent during this study on
the development of rating curves because of the importance of having
• good qua lity flow data in the a na lyses. A particular problem was the
lack of flood discharge measurements resulting in la rge rating curve
• extrapolations. Because of the la rge number of stations being used In
the project (more than 100) it was impractical to undertake additional
• discharge measurements in the time available. The work on rating
curves therefore relied on making the best use of existing discha rge
• measurements plus any other useful information such as channel cross
sections and wa ter surface profiles.
Sec tion 8 .2 considers the development of rating cu rves when only
• discharge measurements are available; section B .3 Is concerned with
the use of channel c ross section informa tion and Section 8.4
• recommends some simple improvements in hydrometry, which would allow
mo re flood discharge measurements to be made in the future.
8 .2 Lo a rithmic ratin curve extra lation
The relationship between water level (stage) and discharge at a
• particular site is usually non-linear. A general form of rating
equation , which has a sound theoretical basis (Robertson 1970), may be
defined as:
Q = a(h + c)b
where ,
° stage (m)
= discharge at stage h (m3 s- 1)
a ,b ,c - rating curve parameters.
• For any one site there can be a number of such equa tions covering
different periods in time (when the rating is not stable) and co vering
diffe rent portions of the stage range .
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411
The parameters -c- and -b- have physical interpretations
411
-c-is the correction applied to the head to allow for the
411 difference between the elevation of the gauging station contro l and
the staff gauge zero . The refore -c is the level on the staff gauge
411 co rrespondin g to zero flow (if there are multiple segments to the
rating curve then this is only true of the lowermost segment).
411
"b" is the exponent of the rating curve and introduces non-
e linearity in the stage discharge relationship. This parameter is
dependent on the shape of the river cross section at the contro l.
411
As a guide :
411
b 1.5 - 1.6 for rectangular channels
411 b 1.6 - 2.2 for trapezoidal or parabo lic channels
b = 2.6 - 2.7 for triangular channels .
411
There are a number of assumptions in deriving these figures, but
411 "b" might reasonably be expected to lie in the range 1.3 to 2.8.
Where extrapolation of the rating is large "b" is the dominant
411 parameter and as such it is important that the value chosen is
reasonable.
411
Discharge measurements plotted on linear paper form a line of
411 pronounced curvature often with a la rge cluster of points at low flows
and few elsewhere. Logarithmic plotting of the same da ta expands the
411 low flow range and contracts the high flow range which has One effect
of spacing out the discharge measurements more evenly over the graph .
411 Furthermo re, if the parame ter "c " is chosen correctly , curvature of
Xhe data when plotting log 10 Q against log l o  (hic ) may be
411 substantially reduced or elimina ted. This curvature is illustrated in
Figure 8 .2 (the examp le is considered later in more detail). If the
411 value of "c" is too small (c  c  -0.75 in Figure B.2) the data follow a
curved path of decreasing slope . If "c " is too high (c  c  - 0 .4 in the
411 example) the data plot about a curve of increasing slope . If the
rating development is to be done by hand it is desirab le to start
411 initially with "c " as close as possible to the value that will give a.
straight line. Preferably it could be estimated on site as the level
•
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411 staff gauge at zero flow (in Figure B .2 it would he expected that zero .
flow would occur a round a sta ff gauge reading o f - 0.6 m). When th is
datum 'error' is unknown a sensible sta rting po int is with 'c 'of
zero . If the resulting plot is strongly curved a new value of 'c ' can
be guessed or estimated graph ically from the first graph by the method
described in the Manua l on Stream Gauging (WMO , 1980).
The slope of the line drawn through the logarithmic data is
pa rameter
log Q - log a + b log (h4c )
Abrupt cha nges in cross section such as flood berms or a shift in
downstream control at a particula r water level may result in a two
part relationship. This will be evident as a change in slope on the
logarithmic plot.
Plotting discha rge measurements chronologically, point by point,
,reveals any shift in datum. A shift could be caused by re-alignment
of the channel after a major flood or by unreco rded repositioning of
the staff gauge . If such a shift occurs, discharge measurement may be
converted to the same datum by applying a correc tion to the
appropriate stage values, or separate rating curves may be derived for
different periods of the record.
Example
Because of the large numbe r of rating curves which needed to be
checked and re-drawn for this project, a FORTRAN computer program was
written to assist this process . The procedure used is outlined below
and uses the example of rating curve development for the Krueng Aceh
A t Kampung Darang.
(1) Plot stage discharge measurements ch ronologically on linea r
scales to determi ne any sudden shift in datum. If no shift
go to step (4 ). Figure B .1 illustrates this point for the
Krueng Aceh at Kampung Darang.
(2) Apply a co rrection to the stage va lues to bring all points
to the same datum. If satisfacto ry (po ints plot as one
line) go to step (4). Figure 81 shows such  a  correction for
the Krueng k en at Kampung Da rang .
0Shift in station datum : Krueng Aceh at Kampung Darang
DISCHARGE MEASUREMENTS AT
REBUILT STATION
1POST AUGUST 1978  1
• •
A • 0 . 4 5 ni
DISCHARGE MEAS UREMENTS AT OLD STATION
PRIOR TO AUGUST 78 FLOCO
50
Discharge F m3 s-' I
R4
100 150
Figure 13-1
(1) Divide data set and fit separate !Ines to each pa rt .
(4) Compute log Q and log (h+c ). Initia lly should be set
just greater than minus the minimum stage in the discharge
measurement set (halin). -c - ca nnot be less than o r equa l
to -hmin because it would then be impossible to ca lculate
log(hmin + c ).
(5) Plot log (h+c ) against log Q . In our example hmin  a  0.79
and c = - 0.75 (initia lly ). Figure 8 .2 shows these data
plotted . Note the curvature to this line which signifies an
incorrect value of "c ".
(6) Fit a straight line through the data using a least squares
approach and ca lculate the error associated with the
41, regression. In our example, with -c - a  - 0 .75, a relatively
poor fit is obtained and the error high.
(7) Log (h+c ) is recalculated several times with an
increasing "c " and steps (5) and (6) repeated. Pa rameters
-a " and -b- and associated error are recorded . Figure 8 .2
shows the data replotted for -c - = - 0.6 and -c- = - 0.4 .
(8) Pa rameters -a ", "b" and the regression error are plotted
against parameter "c " and the point at which minimum error
occurs noted . Figure 8 .3 shows that at Kampung Da rang the
optimum "c " is - .56 , -with a = 36 .4 and b = 1.4. If a
minimum is obtained go to step (10) below .
(9) In some instances , especially where a station is rated over
a limited range of flows and there is considerable scatter
in the discharge measurements , it may be impossible to
obtain  a  minimum error in step (8). Here the error function
initially falls rapidly , and thereafter continues to
dec rease slowly with an increase in "c ". However the
improvement in fit after a certain point is marginal. In
this situation  a  knowledge of the river cross-section is
necessary to establish a reasonable value fo r
pa rameter "b".
(10) A check is then made to ascertain that the exponent "b-
ill is reasonable fo r the gauging station cross-s ection ;
unless there is  a  specia l reason , "b" is only permi tted to
be in the range 1.3 to 2.8 . The Krueng Aceh at Kampung
Darang ts a relative ly wide river with steep banks . The
exponent b  a  1.4 is reasonable for this nea r rectangular
c ross-section .
•
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• Development of a stage discharge curve :Krueng Aceh at Kampung Dara ng
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
- 0 -7 - 0 -6 - 0 -5 - 0 -4 - 0 -3 - 0 -2
• C urve pa ra me ter c
•
O C
Fig u re B -3
•0
(11) If, after Ole best parameters have been obtained, it is not
possible to obtain a single straight line on the logarithmic
plot of (h+c ) against q , the data may be divided into two or
more stra ight line segments and separate ra ting cu rves
developed over each range .
In the example considered abo ve, one rating is sufficient to
define the entire range of flows at Kampung Darang:
= 36 .4(h - 0 .56)1-4
B.3 Slo e - area ratin extra lation
There Is no completely satisfac tory method of extrapolating a
410 rating curve from the highest measured discha rge to the maximum flood
level. Extension based on a rating curve equation fitted to low and
medium flows cannot account for any marked change in the geometry of
the cha nnel at high flows. Use of a slope-arca method in which the
velocity of flow is calculated using a flow resistance formula , and
multiplied by the flow a rea to give the discharge, overcomes th is
problem . The best known examples of such formulae are due to Ma nning
and Chezy.
2/3 1/2
Manning 's fo rmula = - R S
•
Chezy 's formula v = EiR S
where v is the mean flow veloc ity
is the hydraulic radius , ie the flow area divided by the
410 wetted perime ter of the channel
is the longitudinal slope of the water surface
C and n a re respectively Chezy 's and Manning 's roughness
coefficients.
•
•
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Example
For Batang Hari at Sungai Da reh gaugings a re ava ilable in the410 stage range 0.84 m to 2.85 m . The logitudinal slope of the water
surfac e, S, is 0.00 16 m m- 1. The maximum flood level recorded at this
site is over 7 m but the largest annual event is typically
5.0 m. What is the discha rge at this stage ?
The discharge measurements are tabulated a nd ordered as in
Table 8 .1. The flow area and wetted perimeter a re found from the
• cross section  and  the velocity, hydraulic radius  and  1//f ca lcblated .
Figure 8 .4 shows 1//f plotted aga inst logloR and the straight line
fitted to the points.
At a stage of 5.0 m the wetted perimeter is 144.2 m and the flow
a rea 758 .1 m2
758.1 5.26 mTherefore R
144 .2
 
From Figure' 8 .4 , 1/11 corresponding to R = 5.26 m is 4 .07, wh ich
substituted in Darcy-Weisbach equation gives:
410
4:07 x (8 x 9.81 x 5 .26 x 0.0016)
,3 .3 ms-1
Discharge = v x A
= 3.3 x 758 .1
- 2498 m28-1
• From an equation of the form Q a(h+c)b fitted to the same flow
gauging data the disaharge at 5 .0 m is 2862 m 3s- 1. The better
• estima te in th is case must be considered to be the one from the slope-
area method but the implied uncertainty in the stage-d ischarge
relationship should be considered in making a flood es timate.110
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Table B A Calculating 1//f from dischar e measurements
Stage Flow Area Wetted Veloc ity Hydraulic 1//f
411 3 _1 Perimeter
_ im m s m 2 m ms
Rad ius
m
411 2.85 931.0 469 .5 131.7 1.98 3 .57 2.95
2.73 808 .0 454 .0 13 1.1 1.78 3 .46 2.69
411 2.3 1 608 .0 400.4 129.1 1.52 3.10 2.43
2.30 607.0 399 .1 129 .1 1.52 3 .09 2.43
411
411
Stage and flow from flow gauging
411 Area and Wetted perimeter from cross-section
Velocity = Flow/Area
411 Hydraulic Radius = Area /Wetted perimeter
W E  from Darcy-Weisbach formula
•
•
•
411
411
It will be seen that these fo rmulae require the c ross section to
411 be surveyed, the longitudina l slope to measured (from scour marks
after flooding) a nd a roughness co efficient to be estimated . The rain
411 source of error in applying such an equation is in determining the
roughness coefficient, possibly based on a comparison of the channel
411 w ith a table of coefficients , see , for example Chow (1959).
411 A n a lternative procedure is to estima te the roughness coefficientover the range of gauged flows and use this as the basis fo r
extrapolation. This will be illustrated for the Darcy-Weisbach flow411 resistance formula , which is preferred to either the Manning or Chezy
411 formula e as it is dimensionally co rrect a nd has a sound theo reticalbasis. The Darcy-Weisbach formula is
411  
(___8gRS)0 .5
•
where R and S are as previously defined
411 g is the acceleration due to gravity
and f is the Darcy-Weisbach friction factor
411
Again the main problem in application of the fo rmula is in
411 estimating f. The Colebrook-Wh ite equation expresses 1//f as a linea r
function of logloR
411
1
411 7Y c logio(bR)
411 where c and b a re coefficients . In some applications it is possible
to relate these coefficients to physically measureable prope rties o f
411 the bed material (Bathurst 1978, Hey 1979). In the present context it
.is suggested that they a re estimated graphically from the availab le
411 flow gaugings by plotting 1/if, calculated frem the Da rcy-Weisbach
formula against logioR . To estima te the flow for a recorded flood
411 level, the flow area and wetted perimeter are found and used to
calcula te R. The value of 1/if is found from the graph of Ilif against
411 logioR and this va lue is substituted into the Darcy-Weisbach formula
to estimate the average flow velocity. Th e discharge is found from
411 the product of the veloc ity and the flow a rea . By repeating th is
procedure at various stages a rating curve can be constructed .
•
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8 .4 Recommended improvements in  hydrometry
410 Since the development of ratings is of such importance in flood
hydrology the autho rs of this report wou ld like to recommend a change
in hydrometric practice that should lead to a rapid improvement In
rating accu racy.
At iresent gauging teams drive each day from the local office to
one or more gauging stations and return home in the a fternoon or
evening. Since the ma jo rity of heavy rainfalls are thunderstorms
occurring late in the day the flood 'peaks pass the gauging stations
after the gauging teams have left. If the teams could be based in the
field c lose to a number of gauging stations and be prepared to gauge
floods whenever they occur many flood gaugings would be made resulting
in  a  marked impro vement of the derived ratings . The teams should be
prepared to gauge at night using a current meter from a cableway or
nearby bridge but be wa ry of using boats especia lly in fast flowing or
debris laden ri'vers- Floats a re most useful in such cases. During
periods of dry weather the teams can be usefully employed obtaining
accurate channel c ross-sec tions and in general station maintenance -
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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• Graph of / against Log R fo r Batang Hari at Sungai DarehJr 10
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411
411 8 .4 Recommended improvements in hydrometry
411 Since the development of ratings is of such impo rtance in flood
hydro logy the autho rs of this report would like to recommend a change
411 i n hydrometric practice that should lead to a rapid Improvement in
rating.accuracy.
411
At present gauging teans drive each day from the local office to
411 one o r more gauging stations and return home in the a fternoon or
evening. Since the ma jority of heavy rainfa lls are thundersto rms
411 occurring late in the  day  the flood peaks pass the gauging sta tions
after the gauging teams ha ve left. If the teams could be based in the
411 field close to  a  number of gauging stations and be prepared to gauge
floods whenever they occur many flood gaugings would be made resulting
411 in a ma rked improvement of the derived ratings . The teacm should be
prepa red to gauge at night using a current meter from a cableway o r
411 nea rby bridge but be wa ry of using boats especially in fast flowing or
debris laden rivers. Floats are most useful in such cases. During
411 periods of dry weather the  teams can  be usefully employed obtaining
accurate channel c ross-sections and in general station maintenance.
•
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•
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411
411 ANNEX C THE MAE EST IMAT ION EQUATION
411 C .I Introduction
411 In Chapter 5 an equation is presented enab ling the MAF to be
estimated from characteristics of the catchment that can be measured
411 from maps. This annex describes the background to the formulation of
th is equation .
411
The general form of the relationship between particula r catchment
411 cha racteristics and the magnitude of floods is often obvious ; fo r
example, bigger ca tchments have bigger floods. However, to be of any
411 use it is necessary to index both the size of flood and the
characteristic of the ca tchment and to establish a formal relationship
411 between the two . The index flood used in this study is the mean
annual flood . The size of a ca tchment is given by its area a lthough
411 an a lternative index would be main stream length . It is not possible
to desc ribe the relationship between MAF and a rea as a precise.
411 physical model but it is possible to develop a simple relationship
based on observed values of the two indices . Va lues o f MAF can be
411 plotted against area and any observed relationship can be represented
by a line on the figure. The subjectiveness of this can be removed by
411 using regression arm lysis which provides an optimal line, in the
least-squares sense . If the relationship appea rs non-linea r, then it
411 is necessary to tra nsform the variables before analysis so that linear
regression techniques are applicable. Regression analysis enables
411 coefficients of the proposed relationship to be determined, the
goodness of fit to be evaluated and a comparison of different
411 relationships. Of course the magnitude of the mean annual flood is
not just dependent on ca tchment size but also on clima te, slope,
411 geo logy and soils, land use , drainage density, ca tchment shape and
"storage (lakes). Regression a na lysis enables an equation to be
411 developed that relates the MAE to indices of these catchment
cha racteristics , either singly or in combination. The specific
411 ca tchment cha racteristics used to index the various ca tchment features
are detailed in Annex D .
411
This multiple regression technique is the one used to develop the
411 MAF estimation equation and while being an empirical approach enables'
a straightforwa rd flood estimation method based on loca l data to be
411 e tablished .
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The qua lity of the resulting regression equation is greatly
dependent on the data set used to derive it. The data must conta in as
complete a range of va lues for each item (MAF  and  catchment
characteristics) as is possible and each va lue must be accurately
determined . Tables A .1 and A .2 contain the data used in this study
and which fo rm the basis for all regress ion ana lyses. For inclusion
in this set the length and qua lity of the record and accuracy o f  the
rating for flood flows (as det'ailed in Annex A ) for each catchment has
been assessed and each catchment is and considered to have a
reasonably well estimated mean annual flood. The mean annual floods
have been ca lculated using the methods of Chapters 3 or 4 according to
the length of available record.
A preliminary analysis of the data revealed that a transformation
of the variab les would be required to linearize the relationship
between MAP and ca tchment characteristics. Thus instead of fitting a
model of the form
MAF = a + bX1 + cX2 +
where X I, x2,  . . .  are the independent va riables (catchment
characteristics) all variables were transformed logarithmically. The
model has the form
log l o  MAP =  A + Blog l o  X I + Clog l o  X 2 + (2)
Such an equation can be expressed in terms of the origina l
va riables as
MAF = 10A XB XC
1 2
C .2 Regression e uation for the mean annua l flood .
94
(1)
(3)
Annex D gives a full description of the catchment characteristics
described in this section, although readers should be ab le to read the
following text without recourse to Annex D at th is stage. Table C .1
gives the correlation matrix of the transformed variab les from which
it ca n be seen that size variables (AREA and MSI.) are best correlated
with MAP . As there is a very high correlation between the two
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va riab les only one will be useful in the regression ana lysis. It is
interesting to note that the slope variables are all negatively
correlated with HAF whereas larger floods would be expected from
steeper ca tchments. The explana tion of this is that size and slope
are a lso negatively correlated indicating that in the data set the
la rge catchments are flatter than the small ones, and so the slope
index acts as a crude index of size too . This intercorrelation
between va riables makes the selection of the best sub-set of va riables
for inc lusion in the regression equation difficult. However, by
building the regression model one variable at a time it is possible to
assess at each stage whether the inclusion of any extra variab le is
justified by a significant improvement in the equation.
Table C .2 gives details of a sequence of regression models with
an extra independent variable being added at each stage. These
regressions have been performed on a restricted data set; all
catchments with a lake index greater than 0 .1 were omitted as there
were too few for the coefficient of such a term to be estimated
reliably . After the inclusion of AREA and APBAR , the rainfall index ,
the third variable to enter the regression is a second area term ,
AREA 2, which represents the attenuation that a large catchment can
impose on a flood as it travels downstream reducing the effect of an
increase In drainage area . This term is formed by squaring the
log(AREA ) va lue and is included in the regression model as a further
independent 'va riable (Xi in equation 2). In terms of the origina l
variables (as in equation 3) this introduces a variable exponent for
the AREA term which is itself dependent on AREA . While the inclusion
of the slope index, SIMS , is barely significant statistically its
inclusion is desirable from a hydro logical viewpoint and the
coefficient is consistent with values from other studies (eg UK Flood
.Studies Report, 1975).
To a llow for the effects of lake storage on a catchment, a lake
index wa s calibrated by adding the lake term while holding the other
coefficients constant. This resulted in a coefficient of - 2.0, wh ich
is unreasonably high , although consistent with the locations of the
lakes found in the data set. For this reason it was decided to adopt
the lake index coefficient from the UK Flood Studies Report. This
coefficient is considered to be transferab le in this way as the
attenuation of floods by lakes is the same process anywhere in the
world unlike, for example, the nature of rainfall.
! I C
TABLE C .2 Regressions to estimate MAF
Dependent Independent Coefficient Standa rd Erro r R 2
variable variables of coe fficient
(1 ) MA E"
(ii) MAF
(iv) MAF
(v ) MAF
s.e.e .
Constant 0.633 0.097 6.51 0.788 0.276
AREA 0.671 0.035 19.40
Constant -5.086 0.651 -7.81 0 .881 0.208
AREA 0 .852 0.033 25.74
APBAR 2.640 0.298 8.84
(iii) MAF Constant -4 .941 0.650 -7.61 0 .885 0 .206
AREA .0.988 0.085 11.56
APBAR 2.504 0.306 8.19
AREA2 -0.03 1 0.018 -1.73
Constant -5.098 0.65 1 -7.84 0.888 0.204
AREA 1.020 0 .087 11.76
AREA2 -0 .027 0.0 18 -1.54
APBAR 2.445 0.305 8.02
SIMS 0.117 0.070 1.68
as above
plus
LAKE
-2.019 0.533 -3.78 0.889 0.196
Notes: 1. All variables were transformed by taking log in
2. 103 catchments were used for analysis in equations (i) to (iv), 7 extra
ca tchments were included for equation (v).
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411
The recommended five va riable equation is
411
MAF = 8.00 x 10-6 x AREAV x APBAR 2.445 x SIMS6'117 x (1+LAKE )-0•85
411
where V = 1.02 - 0.0275 logIn AREA
411
As is to be expected with any equation of this type there is
411 considerable scatter around the regression line. Figure C .1 shows
estima ted against observed values of MAF for the complete data set
411 with points labelled by ca tchment number. The scatter can be
expressed statistica lly by quoting the coefficient of multiple
411 determination, 0 .89 and by giving the standard error of estimate o f
0.20. This latter value is most useful in assessing the accuracy of
411 using the equation to estimate MAF . In the log l o  form of the equation
as presented in Table C .2 the estimated log io(MAF)  can  be expected to
411 be within ± 0 .2 of the 'ac tual' value (68 times out of 100). In terms
of the origina l variables this is the same as saying that in 68 times
411 out of 100 the estimated value will lie between the ac tual value times
1.59 and ac tual value divided by 1.59. It should be' noted that this
411 la rge error can often be reduced by the use of local data as described
in Chapter B.
410
Various other regression models were considered in which the data
411 set was divided regionally (Java and Sumatra) or according to
ca tchment characteristic values (both AREA and APBAR were tried ).
411 However none of these a lternatives produced a significant reduction in
error and justified the increased complexity of such a scheme.
411 Figure C .2 shows the geographical distribution of the factorial error
of estimate from the equation and reveals no significant regional
411 trends.
•
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411
ANNEX D CATCHMENT CHARACTERISTICS
411
0 .1 Introduction
411
In Annex C in wh ich the MAF estimation equa tion is developed
411 severa l types of catchment cha racteristics a re mentioned as being o f
potential usefulness in indexing the variation of flood magnitudes .
411 This Annex gives a full description of the catchment characteristics
used in th is study, not just those appearing in the final MAE
411 equation
411 The characteristics ca n be divided into seven categories as inTable D .1 which a lso gives the specific cha racteristic used to index a
411 particular catchment feature. The categories represent aspects of
catchment physiography that are known to influence flood response from
411 either physical principles or intuitive reasoning . Although some ofthe cha racteristics represent parameters that might appear in a
411 physics based catchment model, in the present co ntext the va riables
a rc used as indices of catchment response only. For th is reason many
411 ca tchment fea tures a re represented by a simple chjarac teristic easilyobtainab le from maps rather than a more complicated and physically
411 mea ningful quantity
411 The following sections give full descriptions of the
characteristics listed in Table 0.1 together with the information
411 required for their abstraction .
411 D .2 Catchment Area (AREA )
411 Ca tchment area (AREA ) is the most impo rtant catchment
cha rac teristic in indexing the magnitude of the flood peak. AREA is
411 measured in km
2
.
411 In Java , catchment area was measured from the 1:50,000
Topographic maps (US Army Mapping Service (AMS ) Se ries) as the best
411 availab le maps for this purpose . An almost complete set of these mapsfor the island of Java was made availab le by DPMA for the duration of
411 the project. The missing maps were substituted with black and white
41
410
••
•
• 10 2
Influence on MAF
Larger catchments should
produce bigge r floods
Catchments experiencing
frequent heavy rainfa ll
arc more susceptible to
flooding
Steep slopes lead to
faster propagation of
floods
Sto rage either by lakes ,
reservoirs or on the flood
plain attenuates floods
The hydrological proper-
ties of rocks and soils
can influence the
generation of floods
The land use can both
modify flood response and
index other catchment
features
The shape of the channel
netwo rk influences the way
flooding propagates .
An asterisk " ' indicates that the characteristic appears in the regression equation of
41/ Chapter 5. The user of this manual should consult the appropriate sections given below
when using this regression equation.
prints obtainab le from
Seksi Publikasi
Geologica l Su rvey o f Indonesia
JL Dipo negoro 57
Ba ndung
It is recommended that the use r should , if possible, refer to the
o rigina l maps of this AMS se ries to estimate ARFA s ince it is
sometimes ve ry difficult to  draw  catchment bounda ries on the black and
white copies.
In Sumatra a  new set of 1:50 ,000 topograph ic ma ps is currently
being produced . At the time (April - May 1982) that maps were
required for this pro jec t the only ones availab le fro m this new se ries
were for Banda Aceh , most of Suma tera Uta ra (No rth Sumatra ) and
Lampung, and a few in Sumatera Selatan (South Sumatra ). These maps
can be obtained (w ith suitable authority) from
Bakosurtanal
J1. Raya Jakarta-Bogor Km 43
Cibinong
O r
Jawatan Topogra fi
TN1 AD
J 1. Cunung Saha ri
Jaka rta
The remainder of Sumatra was covered with an old series of maps
at 1:100,000 scU le a nd these were obtained for th is pro ject from
•Jawatan Topografi (address above). It is recommended that, if
410 possible, the new 1:50,000 series maps be used to obtain catchment
area in Sumatra .
All topographic maps of Java and Sumatra used by th is pro ject a re
held at DPMA in Ba ndung:
410 The river basin a rea (AREA ) should be measu red w ith a pla nimeter
and expressed in units of square kilometres .
10 3
0 .3 Main stream length (MSL)
M 3 E 0 stream length (MSL) is defined as the length of the longest
river channel upstream of the gauging station as defined on the
1:50 ,000 topographic maps. The main stream length is measured with
dividers set to 4 mm. Elsewhere, on the 1:100,000 topographic maps.
dividers are set to 2 mm. For both map scales MSL is calculated thus:
MSL = ND x 0.2 km
where,
ND - Number of divider steps from gauging station to the top of
the longest tribu tary as defined on the map.
Dividers should be used to estimate MSL in preference to
curvimeters as the data set used in the regressions was based on MSL
(and also slope measures) obtained with dividers. Dividers should
initially be set as close to 4 mm as possible and checked against a
millimetre scale over at least 100 mm before and after use. A
correctien may then be applied to ND to allow for setting errors .
D.4 Avera e annual rainfall (AAR )
Ill Ca tchment average annual rainfall, AAR , was obtained from 'Mean
rainfall in Java and Madura 1931-1960' (Institute of Meteorology and
ill Geophysics) which contains a 1:1,000 ,000 scale map of Java withisohyets of average annual rainfall and from 'Mea n rainfall in the
Ill islands outside Java and Madura 1931-1960 ' (Institute of MeteorolOgy
and Geophysics) which contains a simila r map for Sumatra at a scale of
Ill 1:3,000 ,000.
For Java the procedure used to obtain AAR was firstly to enlarge
photographically the isohyetal map to 1:500,000 onto transparent
paper. Secondly the 1:250,000 topographic maps* containing the
Ill *1:250,000 Joint Operations Graphic (JOG) maps are available in black
and white from the Ge logical Survey of Indonesia (address above).
Ill Use of the co loured original maps, if available, is more satisfactory .,
Ill
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411
catchment bounda ries, were reduced to 1:500,000 . Catchment boundaries
411 were transferred from the topographic to the ra infall map and areas
between isohyets estima ted by planimeter.
411
In Sumatra the procedure was similar except the catchment
411 boundary overlay was photographically reduced to the scale of the
ra infall map (1:3 ,000 ,000). Although AAR was es timated by planimeter
411 for large catchments , the small scale of the ra infall map made It
impractica l to use this method on other ca tchments. AA R was estimated
411 in these cases either by eye or by counting squa res on mm graph
paper. The technique for counting squares is illustra ted by the
411 example for APBAR be low .
411 D .5 Mean annual maximum catchment 1 da rainfall (APBAR )  
411 Mean annual maximum ca tchment 1 day rainfall , APBAR , is
calculated by multiplying PBAR , the mean annual maximum 1 day point
411 rainfall for the catchment, by an a real reduction factor (ARF ). PBAR
is estimated as fo llows .
411
An isohyetal map of mean annual maximum 1 day rainfall (PBAR) has
411 been reproduced from Irish (1981) and appears in this report on
Figure 1.1 for Java at a scale of 1:1,000 ,000 and Figure 1.2 for
411 Suma tra at 1:2,000 ,000. Contours of PBAR are at 20 mm intervals. The
recommended procedure is to draw the catchment boundary on this map
411 and obtain the average catchment value of PEAR as follow s:
411 (a ) Draw the catchment boundary on the appropriate 1:250 ,000
Joint Operation Graphic (JOG) series map . Black and white
411 copies are available from the Geological Survey of
Indonesia (address in Section D .2) but use of the origina ls
411 is much more satisfactory. It is necessa ry to draw the p
catchment boundaries on these 1:250 ,000 scale maps since it
411 is not prac ticab le to reduce the 1:50 ,000 or 1:100,000
catchment map to 1:1,000,000 or 1:2,000 ,000
411
(b) Reduce the tOpographic map, the catchment boundary and, if
411 possible , a length of coastline to 1:1,000,000 for Java or
1:2,000 ,000 fo r Sumatra either photograph ically or by some
411 suitable method which will ensure accuracy .
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(c ) PBAR is determined by the weighted average of the map
contour values where the propo rtion of the catchment area
between each contour is used as weights. Thus given tha t 40
per cent of the catchment falls within the contour band of
100 and 120 mm and the remaining 60 per cent falls within
the 120 and 140 mm band, PBAR is computed as:
40 x 110 + 60 x 130
= 122 mm .
100
(d) In certain areas the contours of PBAR are  w idely  spaced and
particularly for small catchments, interpolation is required
to obtain the best value. For example a catchment lying
completely in the a rea between the 120 mm a nd 140 mm
contours (ie 130 mm band) but closer to the 140 mm line
should be given  a  value of PBAR between 130 mm and 140 mm ;
the actual value depending on the position of the catchment.
If the catchment is large a planimeter may be used-to estimate
the ca tchment average PBAR.  If  the catchment is small it is better to
count squares on millimetre graph paper.
PBAR , which refers to point rainfall, is converted to ca tchment
areal rainfall, APBAR , by multiplication by an areal reduction facto r
(ARF). To date little work has been done on ARF 's in Indonesia.
Tabulated areal reduction factors given in the Binnie and Partners,
'Report on Hyd rology ' (1980) are from work by Dr Doerma during 1923-25
on a 130 km 2 area situated near Jakarta. This table covers the range
0 to 200 km2 for durations of 30 minutes to 24 hours. Wh ilst this ca n
be described as hardly satisfactory for the purposes of this study
w ith catchments up to about 20,000 km2 in a rea, it was all that was
available at the  time and  is  preferab le  to imported rules for ARF
since ARF 's are strongly dependent on the local rainfall regime. This
relationship, when extrapolated for larger ca tchment areas, falls
midway between the ARF's for Papua New Guinea and the UK , indicating
that they are perhaps not unreasonable. The ARF 's used in this study
a re therefore based on the work of Dr Doerma . In any case the effect
of any inaccuracies in these ARF 's will be eliminated when using the
regression equation for estimation of HAF provided the same ARF 's are
106
used in design as were used in the development of the regression
equation
The relationship for catchment areas between 30 km 2 and
30,000 km2 gives a range of ARF's  between  0 .97 at 30 km 2 to 0.6 at
30 ,000 km2.
Example
Catchment area
km2
1 - 10
10 - 30
30 - 30,000
As an example of estima ting APBAR consider catchment 610 shown on
Figure 1.2 (Air-Ketaun at Tunggang). This is located across the
120 mm contour of PBAR . If the catchment is traced onto millimetre
graph paper the fo llowing information is obtained :
Number of millimetre squares in 110 mm PBAR band = 200*
Number of millimetre squares in 130 mm PBAR band = 40*
*These figures a re subject to S all estimation errors due to line
thickness and persona l interpretation.
PBAR for the catchment is calculated thus:
FRAR6lo
PEAR610
ARF6 10
ARF6 10
(200 x  110) + (40 x 130)
113 mm
0 .785
(200 + 40)
107
ARF
The 'ARF is calculated as follows (catchment area 946 km2)
1.152 - 0.1233 loglo 946
0.99
0 .97
1.152 - 0.1233 log I0AREA
411
411 Hence AIT AR fo r catchment 610 is estima ted as the multiple of
411 R8AR6 10 and ARF610
411 APBAR610 = 113 x 0 .785
411 APHAR610 - 89 mm
411 D .6 River slope (SIMS)  
411 Four indices of stream slope were considered . The first of these
is called simple slope, (SIMS ), and is the difference in height411 between the point of interest and the highest point above the end of
411 the mainstream divided by the mainstream length (MSL). The 'highestpoint' is the highest point on the catchment divide in the vicinity of
411 the source of the longest tributary. Linear interpola tion of contourscrossing the river is used to estima te the elevation of the point o f
411 interest (maps as for AREA ). The units of S IMS are m km-
1
.
D .7 River slo e (51085 )411
411 The second measure of river slope, 51085, is calculated as slopeover the distance bdtween 102 and 852 of the mainstream length
411 measu red upstream from the point of interest. 51085 may be consideredto be more representative of the basin as a who le than SIMS because it
411 excludes extremes of slope inherent in SIMS . S1085 was abstracted ina similar manner to that described for SIMS above. The units .of 51085
are m km-1.411
D .8 River slope (S085)411
The third measure of river slope, $085 , is calculated as the411 slope over the distance between the point of interest and 85% of the
411 mainstream length . 5085 may be considered to be a measure ofcatchment slope which is between the extreme SIMS and the more
411 acceptable  51085. S085 was introduced when regressions indicated SIMSwas a more significant. variable in influencing MAF than $1085. The
units of 5085 a re m km-1.411
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0 .9 Lake index (LAKE) 
411
Storage for flood waters provided by lakes and reservoirs can
411 significantly attenuate downstream flood peaks. The degree of
attenuation depends on such facto rs as the position of the storage
411 w ithin the catchment, its storage/head relationship and, for
reservoirs, the operating rules. As it would be impractical to allow
411 for all of these factors in a simple regression model o f flooding, the
lake index used here is simply a measure of the propo rtion o f
411 catchment area draining through lakes and reservoirs.
The lake index was calculated using the fo rmula
411
Total catchment a rea upstream of lakes (km 2)
LAKE -
411 AREA
411 For Java the total catchment area upstream of lakes was obtained
from publications giving information on dams over 15 m high and are
411 available at DPMA in Bandung (DPMA , 1980).
411 In Sumatra the lakes on the catchments used in th is study were
all natural and the total ca tchment arca upstream of a lake was
411 obtained from the topographic maps (Section 0.2).
411 The regression equation should not be used if LAKE is greater
than 0.25. Also , if the total surface area of the lake is less than
411 1% of the catchment draining through the lake, LAKE is insignificant
and set to zero .
411
The range of LAKE is therefore 0 to 0.25. However, as
411 logarithmic transforms of the lake index a re required in the
yegression, zero values ca nnot be accepted and it is necessary to add
411 a constant to LAKE . In this study the term which appea rs in the
regression is (1 + LAKE).
411
D.10 Flood lain index (5010)
411
This is in fact a measure of river slope and is ca lculated as the
411 slope between the point of interest and 102 of the mains tream length ..
S010 was introduced as an experimental variable under the hypothesis
•
•
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411
tha t a flood plain was mo re like ly to occur where the river jus t
411 upstream of this point of interest is very flat . The units o f SO l0
a re m km_ 1.
411
D.11 Geo logy index (GEOL )
411
Info rmation on geology in Java and Sumatra was obtained from the
411 1:2,000 ,000 sca le map produced by the Direcktora c Geologi Indonesia
and the United States Geo logica l Survey .
411
411 Unfortunately the description of rock types on the maps was
insufficient to categorize accurately each type according to
411 permeability. Furthermore , at the time of the analysis In the UK .
no-one was available with suitable knowledge of Indonesian geo logy to
411 provide assistance . However, an attempt was made to c lassify the rock
types into three classes of permeability and the fraction of  each
411 within each catchment estimated by eye . Th e geology index , GEOL , was
calculated thus :
411
GEOL = (3 x I) + (2 x M) + (1 x P)
411
where
411
1 =  fraction of catchment area impermeable
411 M  n  frac tion of catchment area moderately permeable
P = fraction of catchment area permeable
411
D .12 Soil index (SOIL)  
411
Soil maps at a scale of 1:250 ,000 were obtained from
411
Lembaga Perelitian Tanah (LPT)
411 J1.  IR . H . Juanda 98
BOGOR
411
Experience elsewhere suggests that  a measure of soil type is  a
useful but not highly significant variable in the regression
equation. Classification of the various soils into groups of runoff
•
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•
411
411
potential required cons iderable further spec ia lised wo rk
411 Unfo rtunately th is was outs ide the scope of the present study and
therefore a so il index has been omitted .
0.13 Fo rest index (FOREST )
411
Land use info rma tion 'fo r this study was obta ined as a series o f
411 1:50,000 ma ps detailing Land Use th roughout Java and most of Sumatra .
The maps, which a re in black and wh ite , were obtained from :-
411
Depa rtemen Da lam Negeri
411 Direktorat Jendra l Agra ria
Direkto rat Tata Guna Tanah
411 J1. Sisingama ngara ja
Jakarta .
411
An  overlay of the bounda ry for each ca tchment was prepared on
411 transparent paper from the 1:50,000 series maps and positioned on the
Land Use maps. The new series of 1:50,000 scale topographic maps for
411 parts of Suma tra (Section D .2) also contain some land use
Information. This was used in preference to the Land Use maps
411 mentioned above whenever possible as it was easier to abstract and
also more uptodate .
411
Land use info rmation was traced through and the total area of
411 forest determined by planimeter. The forest index is ca lculated using
the formula
411 FOREST . Tota l area of forest (km2)
AREA
411
FOREST ranges from 0, for no forest cover, to 1 for complete
411 forest cover. In order to a llow loga rithmic transforma tion of the
FOREST index a constant of I was added in the regressions
411 D .14 Paddy _index (PADDY ) 
411
The paddy index was calculated using the formula :
411
Total area of paddy (km2)
PADDY
411 AREA
•
411
411 The total area of paddy was obta ined from the same source andestimated in a similar manner to the forest index , FOREST. described
in section D .13.
411
The term used in the regression ana lysis was (1 + PADDY) for the411 reasons given above for FOREST .
411 0 .15 Plantation index (PLTN )
411 The plantation index was calculated using the fo rmula :
411 Total area of plantation (km 2)
PLTN
AREA
411
The total area of plantation was obtained from the same source
411 and estimated in a similar manner to the forest index , FOREST ,
described in section D .13 and a constant of 1 added in the
411 regressions to give an index (1+1'LTN ).
411 PLTN was only abstracted for stations in Sumatra and therefore
could only be considered in regressions on that sub-set of stations .
411
0 .16 Swamp index (SWAMP )  
411
The swamp index was calculated using the fo rmula :
411
Total area of swamp (km2)
411 SWAMP  c AREA
411 The tota l area of swamp was obtained from the same source and
estimated on a similar manner to the forest index, FOREST, described
411 in section D .13.
411 As with the other land use variables the term used in the
regression had 1 added (1 + SWAMP) to avoid zero values in logarithmic
411 transformation.
411 0 .17 Catchment shape index (SHAPE )
411 It might be expected that the shape of a ca tchment would
influence efficiency of flood generation w ithin the ca tchment. All
411
•
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other basin parameters being equa l, a long thin ca tchment offe rs mo re
• possibility of flood attenua tion tha n one of compact shape . The shape
Index used in this study was
AREA
L
2SHA PE - ---
MS
SHAP E is effectively the ra tio of ca tchment width to length . MSL
is the ma instream length as defined in Sec tion D .3 .
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ANNEX E . THE PEAKS OVER A THRESHOLD MODEL
E.1 Introduction
Chapter 4 described the application of the POT model to estimate
the mean annual flood . The model described was one in which a
threshold qo was chosen and a ll peaks exceeding this threshold in
the' complete years of data were abstracted. The resulting POT series
consisted of Pi floods, qi, from N years of data . The theory behind
this model is considered in this annex. It should be noted, however.
that th is is only one of many possible POT models several of which are
described in detail in the UK Flood Studies Report
(NERC 1975).
TWo va riations to the basic model are considered; firstly where
data from incomplete years are also available and seco ndly where a
historic series of events has been recorded .
E .2 Theory
The POT series of flood magnitudes are drawn from a conditiona lIII distribution as only floods greater than a threshold , go , are
included. From this distribution it might be observed that 10% ofIII floods exceed a higher value, q , but it would be wrong to state that
10% of all floods are greater than q. The conditiona l statement that410 10% of floods greater than qc, are also greater than q , is much less
useful than an unconditional statement relating to all floods. TheIII method of deriving the unconditional statement is basica lly simple.
Suppose that in a given POT sample selected to exceed a 4000 m 36- 1III threshold an average of 3 peaks per year are inc luded and that of
these floods 10% exceed the higher threshold of 4500 m36- 1. There is410 a probability of 0 .3 tha t 4500 m36-1 will be exceeded in one year or
that the return period of this event is 3 .33 years. This concept canIII be expressed more forma lly by making assumptions about the
distributions inherent in the POT model.III
The distribu tion of flood magnitudes in the POT series is assumedIII to be exponential. Thus, the conditional probability statement that
the probability tha t a flood Q exceeds q , given that q is greater thanIll the th reshold go , can be written
III PK(Q > 9 19 > g o ) a  e - (q - C10 ) / 13 ( 1 )
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where p is the sca le parameter of the exponential distribution, and
the th reshold , go , is the loca tion parameter (the meal' of the
distribution is given by  qo + p) . For convenience this probability
will be written as PR(A IB).
Given that i floods exceed the threshold in any yea r the
probability that r of these exceed the value  q i s  given by the
binomia l distribution:-
PR (r peaks  > q i i  peaks) = (PR (A IB))r(1 - PR(A IB))i-r (2)
Th is conditional probability can be expressed in an unconditional
fo rm by assuming the probability of i floods occurring in any year is
given by pi. As r C i the unconditional probability that r peaks >
q occur in a year is
PR(r peaks > q) t PR(r peaks > q l peaks).pi
i=r
(3)
The probabilities, pi , of i floods occurring in a year can be
assumed to come from the Poisson distribution
e-k ki (4)
•
fl
where k is the mean number of exceedences per year.
•
Combining equations 2, 3 and 4 gives
PR (r peaks > q) E (r)(PR(A IB))r (1-PR(A IB)i-r ki
i!
Redefining the limits of the summation
= ) ( t it r)(PR(A IB))r (1 - PR(A IB))i e-k ki-fr
410 j fl o  (j+r)!
Note (j+r ) (54- ) 1
r!j!
_ e-K kr (PR(A IB))r k3(1-PR(A IB)).i
-  -
7
•
r!
.1°0  .1!
Note ez ! !)
.1=0
e-K kr (PR(A 113))r ek(1-PR(A IB))
r !
,e-XPR(A IB) [XPR(A II1)]r
r!
•
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(5)
Compa ring equations 4
exceeding q is a lso a
yea r period TKPR(A.111)
only one flood > q is
TAPE(A 113) = I
and  5 shows that the distribution of peaks
Poisson distribution with mean APR(A 113). In a T
floods > q would be expected to occur; where
observed in T yea rs q is then the T yea r flood
Combintng with equation 1, where q now represents Q(T ), the 1 year
flood, gives
Q(T) = qo + pink + pinT (6)
which allows the estimation of any flood Q (T ) from the POT series.
Using the POT model as outlined above it has been assumed that
the number of threshold exceedences per year is distributed
accordingly to a Poisson distribution and that the flood magnitudes of
the POT series are distributed exponentially . Neither of these
assumptions is stictly true; however, the discrepancy they introduce
is likely to be small for low return periods where the flows are not
very much greater than the threshold value . One such flood is the
mean annual flood .
The distribution of those annual maxima which . exceed the
threshold qo ca n be deduced from the POT model  and  shown to be from
a type 1 extreme value distribution. On the assumption that the
entire annual maxima  have  the EV1 distribution the mean is
R MAP  = qo + Pink + 0 .57723
It will be noted that this implies the MAF to have a return period o f
1.78 years whereas in the Section 1.1 it was noted that the  MAF  from
the annual maximum series had a return period of 2.33 years. The
difference arises from the fact that annual maxima approach ignores
all except the biggest flood in each year but the POT method can
include several floods from a single year or no flood if the annual
maximum is less than the threshold. The annual maximum method
therefore only considers intervals between years with floods of
specified magnitudes rather than the intervals between the floods
themselves. The POT approach is in fact the correct one , although in
practice for large return periods the difference is slight. The two
return periods TPOT and  TAM  are related by
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411
„
411 TAM [i exP(- ---- )J-'TPOT
411 E .3 Incomplete years of data 
411 It is often the case that over the period of operation of a gauge
there will be many breaks in the continuity of the record. In the POT
411 model as outlined above only the complete years of data were used and
the rest of the data ignored. Although by careful choice of the sta rt
411 da te of each year the loss of data caused by interruptions in the
reco rd can be reduced , a great  deal  of potentia lly useful data is
wasted. In the POT model described  qo  is fixed and X. and  0
estimated from the series of peaks. The parameter  0 ,  the average
411 exceedence of the threshold, is unlikely to be affected by the
inclusion of peaks from incomplete years of data ; in fact it should be
411 estimated more reliably if more peaks are used . Parameter k on the
other hand could be greatly influenced if it was assumed that no peaks
411 over a threshold occurred during a period for which there is no
record. It is recommended therefore that peaks from the entire reco rd
411 are used to estimate p but that X is estimated from the complete yea rs
of data only . In Chapter 4 examples using both complete years only
411 and all available data are given.
411 E .4 Historic floods 
411 Historic floods are often recorded as flood marks on a flood
stone , or building . The base of the stone or building can be thought
411 of as  a  threshold  exceeded  by all the marked floods. In such a case
two flood series a re available , the historic series of n' exceedences
411 over the high threshold  qa,  (co rresponding to the lowest possible mark)
and the recorded series of n  exceedences  over the lower threshold , go .
411 In such a case the parameter  0  can best be estima ted by
411 1  n'+ n  n'q ' + nq
0
 E (q i -  0 o )
n '+n  i a l n '+n411
A  should be estimated,from the recent series only411
•
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E .5 A variation of the POT method
411
In the POT method outlined In the previous sections and In
411 Chiapter 4 the threshold ,  410 , was fixed at a level that seemed
likely to result in between two and five peaks per year being chosen .
411 From the resulting series the pa rameters k, the mean number of
exceedences per year, and  0 ,  the mean exceedence are estimated. In a
411 variation of the method the number of  exceedences  per year is chosen
and the threshold, q
o '
and  mean exceedence ,  0 ,  are estimated from
411 the resulting series . Th is slight modification of the method allows
for the restriction of the POT series origina lly generated by the use
411 of a threshold that is exceeded too frequently . In the data appendix
the listings of the POT analysis firstly give the results from
411 applying the basic method to all of the abstrac ted peaks and then,
under the heading 'POT ana lysis on a restricted number of peaks', this
411 variation of the method is used in which the number of exceedences per
year is reduced , in integer va lues, to two . While this is the correct
411 method of restricting the POT series, in practice it makes little
difference if a new higher threshold is chosen to give the required
411 exceedences per year just by examina tion of the POT series; in this
case A. is then considered to be estimated, and qo is fixed as •in the
411 first, case.
•
•
•
•
•
•
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411 ANNEX  F . cRow n FACTOR ANALYSIS
411 F .1 Introduction 
411 This annex considers the analysis behind the design flood
frequency growth factors recommended in Chapter 7.
411
Individual flood frequency curves relating flood peak to return
411 period may be drawn for any station for which a number of yea rs'
data exist. This has been described in Chapter 6. However few
411 stations in Indonesia have a long enough record to enable individual
flood frequency curves to be drawn with confidence above the 15-20
411 year return period. For flood design purposes, however, engineers
are commonly interested  in  return periods in excess of 20 years.411 How then can estimates of high return period floods be obtained?
This is achieved by pooling a ll the data available and obtaining  a411 consensus on the behaviour of catchments at high return periods.
411 As  flood frequency curves differ greatly from ca tchment to
ca tchment it is desirable to sca le the individual curves y rior to411 pooling. This is achieved by using non-dimensional flood frequency
curves (growth curves) in which the flood magnitude scale Is divided411 by an index flood. The index flood is then related to floods of
other return periods by dimensionless multipliers or growth411 fac tors. The index flood (the mean annual flood, MAF, in this
study ) is assumed to take into account catchment variables such as411 area , rainfall, slope etc . However, the growth fac tors themselves
may still have some dependence on the catchment variables.
A compromise is therefore required in the pooling process such411 that:
411 (1)  Sufficient catchments are grouped to enable the prediction
411 of high return periods floods
(2) Any significant d ifferences in growth factors due to the411 nature of catchments are not hidden .
•
•
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The approach adopted for this study was firstly to construct a
• single overall dimensionless growth curve from all stations in Java
and Sumatra . This curve satisfies the first criterion mentioned
• abo ve where all stations are poo led to enable estima tion of high
return period floods, but does not permit variation of the growth
curve with external factors.
F.2 Poo ling of growth curves
This section describes how individual station flood frequency
curves were poo led to fo rm an 'average ' growth curve for a ll
stations used in this study.
The combined grow th curve for all stations was constructed as
follows:
(1) For each station a non dimensional growth curve was co nstructed
from the flood frequency curve by dividing each flood on the
record by the MAF . In each case the growth curve was stored as
a series of points - reduced variate and assoc iated Q/MAF .
(2) An average grow th curve was produced by taking the mean reduced
variate and mean Q/MAF from all stations within each interval
• of reduced variate. The intervals of reduced variate used were
-1.5 to -1.0, -1.0 to -0 .5, -0.5 to 0 etc.
(3) With the individual station record lengths ranging from 5 to 58
• yea rs, the smoothed average growth curve was well defined up to
a return period of about 100 years. Because th is is
• insufficient for many design purposes , the grow th curve
was extended by considering the five largest Q/MAF values in
the data set
•
•
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and plotting these as the five largest va lues in a supposedly
independent sample* .
(4) A general extreme value (GEV ) function (Flood Studies Report.
• 1975, Section 1.2) was fitted to the points obta ined in steps
(2) and (3 ) above such that
Q/ MA F = u + a (1 - e-kY )
•
where,
reduced va riate
i n t e r c e p t  of fitted curve
scale parameter of the fitted curve
curvature of fitted curve
•
Parameters u , a and k were obtained by a least squares
approach . The combined curve for all stations had the
following parameter values
•
It should be remembered that this curve was fitted through
points which contained considerable scatter, particularly at high
return periods; Figure F .1 shows this curve and the points to which
it was fitted. Furthermore, the individual station growth curves
*In fact the five largest Q/HAF values a re not likely to come from a
truly independent sample . Basins may be nested such that there a re
• several gauging stations on the same river and a Large flood at one
almost certainly implies a large flood at all stations on that
river, and possibly on adjacent rivers. However, the inaccuracy
• introduced by this method is small unless inter-station co rrelations
are very high, which in Java and Sumatra they are not. The five
largest floods should be plotted as the five largest in rather less
• than the number of station years in the group due to inter station
correlations, but on the log scale used in plotting the flood
frequency curve, the method gives a reasonable means of extending
the curve.
•
12 1
•
showed conside rable variation about the mean. The reader should
bea r in mind, therefore, that this and other smooth growth curves
which appear in this annex In fact represent a group of points with
considerable scatter.
F .3 Sub grou in of rowth curves
The significance of any variation of growth curve shape with
catchment cha racteristics (criterion (2) in SectiOn F.1) was
determined as fo llows:
A list was drawn up of those cha rac teristics co nsidered most
likely to index the shape of the grow th curve :
(1) Location (The two geographically convenient regions of
Java and Sumatra).
(2) Catchment area (AREA )
(3) Average annual rainfall (AAR )
(4) Mean a nnual maximum catchment 1 day rainfall (AFBAR )
For each of the above cha racteristics, catchments were divided
into two groups (Java and Sumatra , large AREA and small AREA etc ).
III Using the same procedure as described above in Section F .2,
pooled grow th curves were produced for each of the two groups and
III tested to see if they were significantly different . A positive
indication at this stage resulted in the catchments being divided
III again (into 4 groups) and the test re-applied . Thus the
relationship between any characteristic and growth curve shape could
Ill be tested at its moat elementa ry level (2 groups) and if found
significant, further divisions of the data set revea led the limit to
III which the relationship could be adequa tely defined .
410 The first sub-grouping of catchments (according to catchment
location) therefore had one pooled growth curve for Java and one
pooled growth curve for Sumatra . These curves are shown together
•
•
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with the 'all station' curve on Figure F.1. Whether there is  a
statistically significant difference between growth curves in Java
and Sumatra is considered in Section P .S.
Figures F .2 and F .3 show the respective effects of AAR and
APBAR on growth curve shape . From these graphs it can be c lea rly
seen that there is no significant difference from the 'all
ca tchment' line by any subgroup .
Figure F .4 is more interesting 'in that it shows a trend which
suggests smaller catchments have a steeper growth curve than larger
ca tchments. The results of the significance tests in Section F.5
reveal whether the difference between growth curves on small and
la rge catchments is statistically significant.
F .4 Significance tests 
There are  a  number of statistical procedures which may be
applied to test the significance of the difference of two
distributions (Stevens and Lynn , 1978). Of those, the non-
parametric X2 and Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests have the advantage that
they are independent of  any  assumed ploiting position . These tests,
therefore, consider purely the distribution of the series of Q/HAF
in each subgroup without reference to plotting position. Although
the  x2 and Kolmogorov-Smi rnov tests have been shown to give similar
result's when applied to grow th curve differentiation, (Stevens and
Lynn, 1978), the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test does have advantages over
the  x 2 test (Lilliefors, 1967); furthermore the Ko lmogorov-Smirnov
test is easy to visualise . The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was
therefore used as the basis of comparison in this study.
The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test tests the hypothesis that two
distributions a re not significantly different . The first step is to
obtain the cumulative frequency distribution for each sample. This
is achieved by dividing the Q /MAF range into intervals. In this
study 28 intervals were used ; 0.5, 0.6 , 0.7 fo llowed by 22 steps of
0.05 to 1.8, then 1.9, 2.0 and above 2.0. These intervals allowed
roughly the same number of observations in each group. The numbe r
•
•
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Regionalizat ion of growth curve
•
GROUP NUMBER OF STATION
STATIONS YEARS
•
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of Q/MAF values less than o r equal to each interva l are determined
fo r each of the two distributions . The two cumula tive frequency
d istributions are obtained by calculating the propo rtion of the
total number of points in each interva l for each o f the two
distributions.
411 At each Q/MAF interva l, the cumulative frequency distributions
a re subtracted , and the absolute value of th is difference obtained.
411 The maximum of these 28 differences is the Ko lmogorov-Smirnov test
statistic -0".
411
Table F .1 gives the values of "D" for the pairs of Q/MAF
411 distributions under comparison. The prob lem now is one of deciding
whether the differences between these distributions are significant
411 or not. Norma lly it  is  possible to use standard tables to obtain
d(0.05) (the 952  confidence  limit above which the distributions are
411 dissimi lar) if one set of observations is compared with an
independent, completely specified, continuous distribution . In our
411 case we are compa ring two discrete sets of non-independent
observations which invalidates use of tables . A simulation approach
was used to obtain estima tes of d(o.os) and is outlined below :
411 (1) For . each comparison a simu lated series of annual maximum
floods was generated using the general extreme value
411 distribution function with the parameters u , a and k
obtained from fitting to  all  92 stations (Section F .2).
411 This distribution function given in the UK Flood Study
Report , Section 1.2.4 is:
411
F(,) e 41.-k(41 -u)/aP /k411
If this expression is inverted and F(q ) replaced by.U, a411 random number between 0 and 1, the flow generation
function used in this simulation is obtained :411
q = u + ! (1 - (- loge U)k)
•
•
•
where u = 0 .848
a = 0.219
k -0.2148
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(2) The number o f maxima generated for each station was the
same as in the distribution under test. For example 48
values of y were generated fo r the tianten II at Kracak to
represent the 48 years data at that station. These values
were then standardised in the same way as the bas ic data:
division by the mean or by 1.06 x Qme
d if Qra.ax > 3 x Qmed.
The result was therefore a simulated set of annual maxima,
generated from a function wh ich represents how Indonesian
catchments behaVe on average, and processed in the same
way as the data under test.
(3) Having generated a series for both distributions being tested
a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was performed and "D" calculated .
(4) This procedure was repeated 100 times to give 100
estimates o f "D".
(5) The 100 values of "D" were ranked and the 95th highest
obtained . This then becomes our estimate of d(0 .05).
It is an estimate because only 100 samples have been
taken. However the standard error of this estima ted
significance level at any fixed value of d can be
expressed as
s.e. (;) -
  )
where ,
p = the true sign ificance level (0 .95)
N = number of samples (100)
Substituting these values for p and N gives a standard
error of 2.18%. In fact, in repeated trails of the same
experiment 68% of the estimated significance levels at a
true level of 95% would be in the interval 93% to 972.
Thus an approximate 95% confidence interval for d (0.5Y way
be obtained by referring to the values of d at the estimated 93%
and 972 points ob tained from the simulations.
(6) Tab le F.1 gives d(0 .05) obtained from this simulation
procedure for each comparison. Also given is d ( o . o s ) =
one standard error.
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411 Table F .I. Kolmo orov-Smirnov test results
411 Comparison Groups d (0.05). d(0.05) Accept
Number s.e. Hypothesis
I I /
Java S ta t io n s 0.025 0 .056 0 .055 Yes
411 Sumatra stations 0.059
411 Small Area 0.080 0.060 0.057 NoLarge Area 0 .064
411 Small Area (1) 0 .065 0 .086 0.080 Yes
Sma ll Area (2) 0.090411
Large Area (1) 0.072 0 .086 0.086 Yes411 Large Area (2) 0 .089
411 Hypothesis: There is no significant difference between the two
411 distributions.
411 Criterion : D 4 d(0 .05)
411
411
411
411
411
411
411
411
411
411
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F .5 Discussion of results
Ill Figures F .2 and F .3 show that there fs little difference in
grow th curve grouped according to the rainfall indices AAR and
Ill APBAR . On the other hand Figures 1 .1 and F .4 indicate that there is
a possibility that the two groupings, regiona lity and catchment
Ill a rea , ma y have significant differences in their QT/MAF
distribu tions. Because the simulation procedure desc ribed above was
Ill time consuming, Ko lmogorov-Smirnov tests were undertaken on ly on the
regional and ca tchment area groupings.
Consider firstly the results of th.e regional groupings (Java
and Sumatra) shown in Table F .1. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov -D - from
the compa rison of the Java and Suma tra distributions of QT/MAF
(0.025) is well below the 95% significance leve l of "d" (0 .056)
calculated by simulation, even allowing for the marg in of one
standa rd error In d(0.05). The conclusion, is therefore, that
there is no significant difference, according to the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, in the Q/MAF distributions in Java and
Suma tra . An explanation for this is that for return periods up to
20 years, where the bulk of the data occur, the two growth curves
are very close (Figure F .1).
Above 20 years return period the Sumatra curve is steeper than
that for Java . This is primarily due to the three most extreme
floods in all 100 1 station years data occurring in Sumatra :
Ill catchment Catchment Name Date of Q/MAF
Ill number Flood
Ill 431 Batang Agam at Titi January 1931 4.598
818 Way Besai at Banjar Masin March 1981 4.476
Ill 3 16 Batang Anai at  Kadang  Empat December 1979 4 .146
43 Kali Serayu at Gurung March 1916 3.858
Ill 23 Cikadueun at Cibogo November 1971 2.845
Ill These three extreme floods are important when constructing the
pooled curve. Great weight is placed on these few high Q/MAF values
Ill when fitting the growth curve above 50 years return period .
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However, these points fo rm only  a  very small part of the total
number of Q/MAF in each group and there a re no t enough of them to
register as a significant difference in the c umulative frequency
distributions between Java and Sumatra . Hence the rejec tion of this
grouping of ca tchments by the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test.
Now conside r the results of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test fo r the
Q/MAF grouped according to catchment area (Table F.1) in conjunction
with the growth curves shown in Figure F .4. Unlike the regiona l
grouping discussed above, grouping catchments into those with large
AREA (grea ter than .600 km2) and sno ll AREA (less tha n 600 km 2) is
significant. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov D for these two distributions.
• 0 .08, is higher than the simulated 952 significant "d" of 0 .06, even
allowing for one standard error in "d -.
From Figure F .4 it can be seen that the growth curves are
dissimilar throughout the range of QT/MAF (except a t the MAF).
This is in contrast to the regional grouping, Figure F .1, where
divergence only occurred at high return periods . Therefore within
the body of the two cumulative frequency distributions, the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was able to detect at least one part where
the divergence of the two distributions was greater than could have
been expected by chance. In other words there was a large enough
difference in the number of points in one or more pa rticula r Q/MAF
ranges (as defined in Section F.4) to dec lare the distributions
dissimilar.
With a positive indication that the grow th curves of the two
AREA groups were significantly different, these two groups were
further sub-divided according to AREA . Thus the previous group of
46 small catchments was divided into two groups of 23 catchments
again according to catchment a rea . The origina l group of large
410 catchments was similarly sub-divided. The purpose of this was to
see if the trend of small ca tchments to have steeper growth curves
than larger ones could be defined further. In other words, could
the data set support four rather than tut significantly different
groups of catchments?
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The results of this investigation are shown in Table F .1. I-
bo th cases the Kolmogorov-Smirnov difference -D- is below the
simulated level of d(0 .05). These sub-groupings by catchment area
show no statistica lly significa nt difference a nd the hypothesis that
the grow th curves are essentially the same must be accepted -
III It is perhaps surprising that there should be a statistical
difference between the two main groupings divided a t the median a rea
III of 600 km2, but that no difference between sub-divisions of these
groups ca n be detected. The most likely explanation for this is
III tha t insufficient data are available in the sma ller sub-divisions to
adequately define the pooled grow th curves. These errors in the
III sub-divided growth curves would ca rry forward into the Kolmogorov-
Smi rnov comparisons so that no clear difference between sub-division
III growth curves can be detected .
On the basis of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests discussed earlier
and the authors' observations of individual station growth curves ,
it is recommended that the division of the data set into la rge and
small catchments be accepted as a sound basis for flood estimation.
F .6 Recommended rowth factors
The above ana lysis has shown tha t there is a statistica lly
significant difference in growth factor if the catchments a re
divided into two groups according to catchment area . This section
considers how these results were incorporated into the design
recommendations given in chapter 7.
In order to simplify the application of the recommended growth
410 curves for uSers of this report we have replaced the curves by a
tabulated set .of growth factors in Chapter 7.
Thus we have given the grow th factor, or ratio QT /MAF , for a
range of useful return periods , which we feel is easier for users to
apply. The remainder of this section d iscusses the choice of these '
recomme nded growth factors rather than considering the growth curves
discussed so far.
13 3
411
411 It is important that the design recommendations are both easy
to apply and credible . With this in mind three options were
411 considered:
411 (1) Separate design growth factors for ca tchments greater than
600 km2 and those less than 600 km 2 (600 km 2 being the
411 median catchment a rca of all stations )
411 (2) A continuous relationship between growth factor, return
period and ca tchment area over the who le range of catchment
411 area .
411 (3) As option (2) but over only pa rt of the range of catchment
a rea .
411
Option 1 is the easiest to apply. The user simply decides
411 which of two curves is appropriate to the catchment in question.
The problem comes around the transition catchment a rea of 600 km 2.
411 In rea lity, there is unlikely to be a discrete jump in growth factor
a t any one catchment area . Some form of continuous relationship is
411 more likely. Option 1, therefore, does not satisfy the criterion of
credibility for average-size catchments at least.
411
Options 2 and 3 require the development of a continuous
411 relationship between growth factor and ca tchment area . With only
two groupings of area being significant, the only reasonable
411 relationship would be a linear transition between sets of growth
factors. Although not as  easy  to apply as option 1, since a linear
411 interpolation is required, these two options do recognise that there
is some form of continuing decrease in growth factor with ca tchment
411 a rea . Option 2 assumes this trend to be continuous throughout the
range of catchment areas studied. Considering the looseness of the
411 relationship and the rela tively few catchments at the extremes of
ca tchment area , and the fact that the four sub—g roupings of AREA
411 failed to produce a significant different growth curves, option 2
was rejected.
411
Option 3 , which permits a continuous change in growth factor
411 over a limited range of catchment a reas, was conside red to be the
•
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411
411 most credible and developed as follows into a set of design
recommendations:
411
411
411
411
411 (2) Table 7.1 was constructed by linearly interpolatingbetween the grow th factors associated with the th ree
411 catchment groups in (1) above.
411 (3) When the catchment area is 180 km2 or less , the  ' SMALL '
growth curve (or the first co lumn of growth factors in
411 Table 7.1) is used .
411 (4) When the catchment a rea is 1500 km2 or more , the  ' LARGE '
growth curve (or the last column of growth factors in Table
411 7.1) is used.
411 (5) If the catchment a rea is between 180 km 2 and 1500 km 2
linearly interpolate between two adjacent columns. For
411 example the 1000 year return period growth factor for a425 km2 catchment is calculated thus:
S.
411
411
411
411
411
411
411
411
(1) The median catchment a rea was found in each of the
following three grouping of catchments:
(a) Small catchments
(b)  Al l  ca tchments
(c) Large ca tchments
Q10 00 / MAF  (300 km 2) = 4.58
Q1000 / MAF ( 6 00  km 2) = 4.32
(110 0 0 MAF (425 km 2) - 4•47
1 3 5
180 km2
600 km 2
1500 km2
Q100 0 / MAF  (425 km 2)
(600-425)
 - 4.32 +  x (4.58 - 4.32)
(600-300)
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